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East and Southeast Europe, films that in
many ways stand as a testimony of the
times we live in. Not only through our relevant documentaries that open new windows on burning topics, but by films of all
genres, our critical thinking is stimulated,
and the concerns of contemporary Europe
are highlighted more clearly. We screen
films from 26 countries, from Georgia to Albania, from the Baltics to the Balkans, with
several thematic programs.

(De)constructing the representation
of Romani people in cinema

A WORD BY ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
RADA SESIC

We are very proud of our program Romani
Stories by Romani Directors, where we look
at how the Romani population, consisting
of 12 million people in Europe alone, is (un)
represented in many films by non-Roma
makers. Fifty years ago, their nation, language, flag, and anthem got official recognition and today we give space to Romani
directors themselves to express their concerns. Nine films by Romani film makers,
especially female directors, are highlighted
through fiction, documentary, and animation. We also have a thought-provoking
masterclass by Katalin Barsony, documentary maker and director of the Romedia
foundation from Hungary and an elaborate
debate with two other film professionals:
Alina Serban, an actress and director from
Romania and Vera Lackova, documentary
maker from Slovakia. We put a focus on the
role of self-representation in cinema initiating change and empowerment.

Many say that 13 is not an ordinary number. Some hotels don’t even have a room
with this number; however, we didn’t want
to jump from the 12th to the 14th edition.
But I must admit that this edition does not
go without difficulties. Due to the renovation of our steady festival venue, our friendly and cosy Filmhuis Den Haag, we had to
cancel our dates twice and move the festival to April 2022. Due to the changes in
COVID-19 rules and regulations, some of
our events were cancelled and postponed,
and guests’ invitations revoked.
But this (too) long time of isolation due to the
Coronavirus crisis makes us long even more
to experience encounters with our faithful
audience, film makers, and film buffs. The
pandemic proves that the power of art is
undeniable; it was obvious during the 2020
and 2021 lock-down periods that people all
over the world turned towards practising
or consuming either music, theatre or film,
even in this very difficult time in their lives.
The power of cinema showed itself in two
ways: the need for authors to create and the
need of spectators to be touched by watching films. The number of films that finished
post-production during the pandemic and
waited for an opportunity to be shown on
the big screen is remarkable. Most of the
films presented at the Cannes Film Festival
waited deliberately for six months or more to
reach a live audience.

Focus on New, Vibrant Slovenian
Cinema

Can a small country build a strong cinema
presence? In the last couple of years, a new
generation of film makers from Slovenia, a
country of 2.1 million people with a strong
cinema tradition, has brought exciting energy to the world film scene. They have
certainly been noticed on the European film
landscape, being invited to many relevant
festivals, appreciated, and talked about.
Among them are several strong female
voices. This program of ten films, mostly

Our ENFF proudly presents a very rich program of more than 50 powerful films from
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by new, very original young talents, brings
relevant stories that mirror the everyday life
of common people.

who still find this format exciting, next to
newcomers who are just entering the world
of professional cinema.

Documentaries Open Debates

New Talents Competition

Cinema sometimes works as a corrective
of the society. Certain topics are depicted
in such a powerful and compelling manner,
that they are brought to the table for debate, opening up taboo issues. In this way,
film narratives can be seen as a healing
process for a society or a certain community. The documentaries that we bring in our
program raise burning question – whether
and with what tools a liberal order can be
restored to guarantee the rights and freedom of the widest range of citizens.

By putting the short film format in the
limelight, we give space to new, young
talent that is brave enough to divert from
the common and the known, to enter the
exciting world of exploring new cinematic
challenges, fresh narrative structures, eager to enrich the already existing film language. Therefore, we want to give even
more space to new voices from East and
Southeast Europe and we opened last year
a competition for the first short film, with
the award for the Best Film, of €1000. The
ENFF gladly presents to you again an exciting line up of 10 shorts in our New Talents
Competition, curated by filmmakers Kristina Daurova and Stefan Pavlovic. Many of
our selected shorts signify the advent of
future masters, some of them are already
busy making feature length works.

The Power of Your Story

In this program we focus on very delicate,
engaging films in which the directors explore the intimacy of their own lives and
their closest environment through daring
choices and a carefully created cinematic language. The viewer is invited to look
inside the filmmakers’ own traumas or of
their chosen characters and follow their
complex way of processing them.

ENFF On Tour

Our traditional On Tour program was exceptionally rich. We collaborated with
several new venues for the first time: Lux
Nijmegen, Rialto VU and Kriterion. Whenever the Covid-19 rules allowed us, we
screened films, invited directors to interact
with the audience. Films keep relevant debates going on. And that’s how we, as a
festival, believe that mutual understanding
and appreciation among different cultures
gets intensified and nourished.

Between Memory and History

At the heart of history is a critical discourse
and at the heart of memory is spontaneity
and emotionally charged interpretations.
History suspiciously examines and often
suppresses memory, and in the world of
cinema it is always exciting to observe how
film makers negotiate between these two
territories. We are bringing several films
that depict prominent historical events or
personalities and we look forward to the
debates they will initiate.

UKRAINE!
In the last moment before printing the catalogue agression on Ukraine started.With
our film screenings and debates, discussions with the filmmakers and the film audience, we as a festivals, percieve and conclude only, and always, that ‘There Are No
Excuses for War’.

Short Films – Big Stories

It is a great thrill to work on selecting shorts
and we as a Festival have paid special attention to this challenging format from the
very beginning, in which filmmakers must
make certain decisions in terms of story
structure, characters and conflict choices
than if they would work on longer films. We
gladly take shorts by established directors

Welcome to the 13th edition of the EASTERN NEIGHBOURS FILM FESTIVAL!
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OPENING FILM, CURRENT RELEVANT CINEMA

NOT SO FRIENDLY
NEIGHBOURHOOD AFFAIR

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

DIRECTOR: DANIS TANOVIC
Everything in Sarajevo can be the subject of jokes, except for one thing – kebabs! A smart
comedy by Oscar-winning director Danis Tanovic.
Sarajevo, May 2021. The Old Town is trying to recover after difficult pandemic year. The
pandemic is not over yet, but the summer is coming, there is hope that things can improve,
even if only for a short time. When a woman from Zagreb, a renowned “influencer” decides
to be the judge whose kebabs are the best in town, life in the famous old town Bascarsija is
turned up-side down.
This funny, charming film with great performances from lead players Izudin Bajrovic, Branko
Djuric, Goran Navojec and young Helena Vukovic, mocks common notions in the life of the
average Sarajevan. Appearances of famous musicians like Goran Bregovic, Elvis J. Kurtovic
and many others, show that the making of this extremely low budget film, shot in the time of
pandemic, was fun and entertaining for the whole crew. It is a film dedicated to the citizens
of Sarajevo, as the director pointed out during the Sarajevo Film Festival. The DOP of the film
is the world-known Sarajevan photographer and Pulitzer Prize winner Damir Sagolj.

DESET U POLA

Bosnia and Herzegovina, Turkey | 2021 | 90 min
PRODUCTION: Mirsad Purivatra, Amra Baksic Camo, Jovan Marjanovic— Obala Art
Centar, TRT; Poetika Film Produksiyon Reklam Ve Organizasyon
CAST: Branko Djuric, Izudin Bajrovic, Helena Vukovic, Kerim Cutuna
SCREENPLAY: Danis Tanovic, Nikola Kupresanin
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Damir Sagolj
EDITING: Redzinald Simek
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CLOSING FILM, CURRENT RELEVANT CINEMA

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

TOMA
DIRECTORS: DRAGAN BJELOGRLIC, ZORAN LISINAC

A big life drama skilfully narrated in an emotional, memorable story on the iconic singer
Toma Zdravkovic, knowns and loved in the whole of ex-Yugoslavia not only for his songs,
lyrics and beautiful voice, but also for his bohemian way of life.
This biopic explores both the very beginnings and the height of fame of the legendary
Serbian folk singer Toma Zdravkovic. It dives into relationships with the women he loved,
who inspired him to compose some of his greatest hits, as well as a huge number of
friends he had in the artistic milieu of former Yugoslavia who create eccentric storylines
of their own enriching Toma’s story. Told through parallel storylines, the film follows the
relationship between Toma and a doctor who starts Toma’s treatment, and how it evolves
into a friendship. The other part unfolds Toma’s life from childhood to a friendship with
the singer Silvana Armenulic, that will have crucial effect on his career and private life,
to the time when he reached unfathomed popularity, but also touched the bottom of life.
This is the story of the soul.

TOMA

Serbia | 2021 | 140 min
PRODUCTION: Dragan Bjelogrlic – Cobra Film, Zeljko Joksimovic – Minacord
CAST: Milan Maric, Tamara Dragicevic, Petar Bencina, Mirjana Karanovic
SCREENPLAY: Nikola Pejakovic, Zoran Lisinac; Dragan Bjelogrlic, Maja Todorovic
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Goran Volarevic
EDITING: Milena Predic
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CURRENT RELEVANT CINEMA

ANDROMEDA GALAXY

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

DIRECTOR: MORE RACA
This remarkable debut is an exploration of a father-daughter relationship against the
backdrop of rampant unemployment and wide-spread corruption in post-war Kosovo.
Shpetim is a 52-year-old unemployed mechanic and a loving single father. His daughter
lives in an orphanage as he is unable to provide for her. He is determined to turn his life
around and start a new life with his daughter. Shpetim is six months behind on his rent.
One after another, his attempts to find work fail, as he is too old to be employed. He gets
evicted from his apartment and is forced to live in a trailer. Things get more complicated
when the orphanage sends Shpetim’s daughter back to live with him. He has no other
choice but to sell his kidney in order to get out of Kosovo and start a new life in Germany.
The role of the father has gathered interest as it is played by the real father of the director
More Raca, who is certainly one of the most exciting new voice of the European current
film scene.

GALAKTIKA E ANDROMEDES

Kosovo, Spain, Italy, North Macedonia | 2020 | 80 min
PRODUCTION: Sunaj Raca – Arena; Nephilim Producciones, 39 Films, DM Film and
Video Production
CAST: Sunaj Raca, Juli Emiri, Don Raca, Aurita Agushi, Elda Jashari, Avni Dalipi
SCREENPLAY: More Raca
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Dario Sekulovski
EDITING: Don Raca
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CURRENT RELEVANT CINEMA

CELTS
DIRECTOR: MILICA TOMOVIC
After a world premiere at Berlinale, the talented Milica Tomovic, an exciting female voice
from Serbia, won the prestigious Heart of Sarajevo as Best Director. In her debut she
deals with her country’s breakup, and closely observes the desires and prejudices of
three generations who are desperately trying to make sense of their lives. A compelling
drama with lots of humour.
Belgrade, 1993. Serbia is at war, people are suffering from sanctions and inflation, but
everyone is doing what they can. Marijana throws a costume party for her daughter’s 8th
birthday, with family and fellow parents attending. Grabbing a rare opportunity when their
kids are being kept entertained in the other room, the parents open a few bottles in the
kitchen and enjoy their reunion. Marijana suddenly realises that she longs for more than
a bunch of drunken guests and an inattentive husband, so she sets out to discover the
thrills the night has to offer. The party slowly disperses, just like Yugoslavia, the country
Marijana and her friends were all born in.

KELTI

Serbia | 2021 | 106 min
PRODUCTION: Vladimir Vasiljevic — EED Productions
CAST: Dubravka Kovjanic, Stefan Trifunovic, Katarina Dimic, Anja Djordjevic
SCREENPLAY: Tanja Sljivar, Milica Tomovic
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Dalibor Tonkovic
EDITING: Jelena Maksimovic
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CURRENT RELEVANT CINEMA

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

FEAR
DIRECTOR: IVAYLO HRISTOV

Winner of the Grand Prix at the prestigious Black Nights Festival and Bulgaria’s candidate for the Oscar, this is undoubtedly a film of our time that provokingly and with a great
sense of humor deals with the fear of “others” and “otherness”.
In a Bulgarian seaside village near the Turkish border – a crossing point for refugees –
lives the stubborn widow Svetla, who has recently lost her teaching job due to the closure
of the local school. Managing with life’s difficulties on her own, she goes hunting. There
she meets a refugee from Mali who turns out to be a doctor. Since no one cares about
him, Svetla invites him home and they gradually get closer. This becomes the reason for a
series of violent acts by the villagers against them. The sea in the background flows freely
and untouched by human action, while love rises above the low horizons. Beautifully shot
in black and white, this heartwarming drama on human dignity and the ability to connect with the other despite all. The memorable performance of Svetlana Yancheva is set
against the background of the hostile environment of today’s Eastern Europe. Provoking
associations with Fassbinder’s masterpiece “Fear Eats the Soul”, this highly aesthetical
film shrewdly balances dry humor with currently relevant political issues.

STRAH

Bulgaria | 2020 | 100 min
PRODUCTION: Assen Vladimirov — Pro Film
CAST: Svetlana Yancheva, Michael Fleming, Ivan Savov, Krassimir Dokov
SCREENPLAY: Ivaylo Hristov
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Emil Christov
EDITING: Toma Waszarow
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CURRENT RELEVANT CINEMA

I NEVER CRY
DIRECTOR: PIOTR DOMALEWSKI
The great talent of new European cinema, who impressed with his debut “Silent Night”, Piotr
Domalevski now deals with a drama on the exodus of the Polish population. With many of
them having left Poland to work in north-western Europe, and the film follows a life-changing
journey into the consequences of living a life without a family.
Ola, a smart 17-year-old girl from a small city in Poland, is a “Euro-orphan” and sets off
to a foreign country on her own. She must bring her father’s body back to Poland after he
died working at a construction site in Ireland. But never mind her dad; Ola wants to know if
he saved money for the car he had promised. It will turn out to be the trip of her lifetime, a
trip into the unknown, a final opportunity to reconnect with her estranged father. In Ireland,
she will come to know a different world and meet people who will change her approach to
life. The director Domalevski is called the “Ken Loach of East European cinema” by critics
because of his talent for nuanced analyses of characters from working class families, given
often with a great sense of humour, as well as love for each of his film heroes.

JAK NAJDALEJ STAD

Poland/Ireland | 2020 | 98 min
PRODUCTION: Jan Kwiecinski— Akson Studio; Julie Ryan— MK1 Productions
CAST: Zofia Stafiej, Kinga Preis, Arkadiusz Jakubik, Cosmina Stratan
SCREENPLAY: Piotr Domalewski
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Piotr Sobocinski Jr.
EDITING: Agnieszka Glinska
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CURRENT RELEVANT CINEMA

NEGATIVE NUMBERS
DIRECTOR: UTA BERIA
The true story of a juvenile detention center in Tiblisi, directed by young Georgian filmmaker Uta Beria. A prison-rugby drama which reflects on country’s criminal culture in the
early 2000s. Winner of Human Rights Award at the 20th Tbilisi International Film Festival.
Two ex-professional rugby players took up the challenge to help young imprisoned offenders by bringing rugby into the rehabilitation centre. They met many young inmates
and wrote down their stories whilst training the boys. The film recounts these stories of
young people, both guilty and oppressed. “When you have to decide which family you
really belong to”.

UARKHOFITI RICXVEBI

Georgia, France, Italy | 2019 | 110 min
PRODUCTION: Kote Takaishvili, David Isakadze— Magnet Films; Alief, 39 Film, Wide
CAST: Giorgi Khurtsilava, Tedo Bekhauri, Sandro Kalandadze, Viktor Barbakadze
SCREENPLAY: Uta Beria
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Tato Kotetishvili
EDITING: Alexander Kuranov, Nodar Nozadze
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CURRENT RELEVANT CINEMA

PREPARATIONS TO BE TOGETHER
FOR AN UNKNOWN PERIOD OF TIME

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

DIRECTOR: LILI HORVAT
A woman, brimming with love, travels to the man she will start a new life with. But he
reacts by saying “I don’t know you”. Premiered at the prestigious Venice Film Festival,
this intriguing psychological thriller with a brilliant leading actress got awarded at many
international festivals for the best direction, best film and best acting.

Marta, a 40-year-old neurosurgeon, falls in love with Janos, the doctor she met at an
oncology conference in New Jersey. She leaves her shining American career behind and
returns to Budapest to start a new life with the man she loves. She waits for him at the
Liberty Bridge in vain, but he does not appear at their meeting point. Marta starts to
search for him desperately, but when she finally finds him, the love of her life claims that
they have never met before. The leading role is brilliantly played by Natasa Stork who got
promoted to European shooting star 2021 at Berlinale.

FELKESZULES MEGHATAROZATLAN IDEIG TARTO EGYUTTLETRE
Hungary | 2020 | 95 min

PRODUCTION: Dora Csernatony, Lili Horvat, Peter Miskolczi – Poste Restante
CAST: Natasa Stork, Viktor Bodo, Benett Vilmanyi, Zsolt Nagy
SCREENPLAY: Lili Horvat
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Robert Maly
EDITING: Szalai Karoly H.S.E.
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CURRENT RELEVANT CINEMA

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

SPAGAT
DIRECTOR: CHRISTIAN JOHANNES KOCH

The story of immigration and living a double life that exposes all the contradictions of
Swiss society. This gripping, marvellously performed, award-winning drama had its world
premiere at San Sebastian FF.
Marina, a high school teacher in her mid-forties, leads a quiet life with her husband and
daughter. But appearances are deceptive. She is having a secret affair with Artem, the
father of one of her students, Ulyana, from Ukraine. Both have lived in Switzerland for
years without a residence permit. When the girl is caught stealing, secrets come to light
and everyone involved is put in trouble. The young Swiss director bravely navigates the
topic of immigration and mirrors multilayer opposites: East and West, cold and intimacy,
love and betrayal, threat and hope, human abysses and the grace of charity.

SPAGAT

Switzerland | 2020 | 110 min
PRODUCTION: Rajko Jazbec, Dario Schoch – CognitoFilms, SRF
CAST: Rachel Braunschweig, Alexey Serebryakov, Masha Demiri
SCREENPLAY: Christian Johannes Koch, Josa Sesink
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Timon Schappi
EDITING: Jamin Benazzouz
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CURRENT RELEVANT CINEMA

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

TEREZA 37
DIRECTOR: DANILO SERBEDZIJA

A masterfully performed, deeply moving comment on how a middle-aged woman from
Croatia is pressured by surroundings to conceive. Winner of six Golden Arenas at Pula
Film Festival.
Thirty-seven-year-old Tereza has been married to a sailor for a very long time. After
several miscarriages, her gynaecologist, in attempt to cheer her up, jokes she should
try to conceive with a different partner. This remark shakes up her monotonous life and
steers it in a new direction. We meet a new Teresa who starts to re-examine her marriage, the relationship with her family and people around her. Her behaviour triggers a
series of life-changing events, in the spirit of her newly acquired freedom and truth that
is only hers. The film is a well-directed, award-winning contemporary drama that centres
on a woman in a conservative, patriarchal region. Intelligently written and fantastically
performed by Lana Baric, one of the top actresses in Croatia who is outspoken about
some of these still taboo topics referenced in the film. Tereza 37 is set in Split, where
she grew up.

TEREZA 37

Croatia | 2020 | 100 min
PRODUCTION: Irena Markovic— Focus Media
CAST: Lana Baric, Ivana Roscic, Leon Lucev, Marija Skaricic
SCREENPLAY: Lana Baric
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Mirko Pivcevic
EDITING: Dubravka Turic
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CURRENT RELEVANT CINEMA

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

THE DAWN
DIRECTOR: DALIBOR MATANIC

Croatian director Dalibor Matanic is one of the most exciting and lucid directors of current
European cinema. After the film High Sun, for which he won prestigious award in Cannes,
he continues with his trilogy on love and politics casting the same brilliant actors: Tihana
Lazovic and Kresimir Mikic. The Dawn is a complex psychological thriller dealing with personal trauma but also referring to nowadays divided and unequal societies.
While Matija’s family is struggling with the unhealed trauma of their child’s disappearance,
the locals are fleeing the increasing radicalism that divides their community into a chosen
elite and those considered inferior. Against his wife’s wishes, Matija plans to sell their
home and move the family to the city. Throughout his journey from losing faith to finding
his true self, he realizes that the only tools against trauma and evil are uncompromising
confrontation and personal struggle.
Allegorically set in a very near future, so that identification with current actual events is
inevitable, the film depicts a society experiencing a drastic political turn by using eloquent
cinematic language. The director is juxtaposing intimate family relationships with a public
political turmoil that results in a rising neo-Nazi movement.

ZORA

Croatia, Italy | 2020 | 126 min
PRODUCTION: Ankica Juric Tilic – Kinorama; Ascent Films
CAST: Kresimir Mikic, Tihana Lazovic, Maks Kleoncic, Lara Vladovic
SCREENPLAY: Dalibor Matanic
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Marco Brdar
EDITING: Tomislav Pavlic
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CURRENT RELEVANT CINEMA

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

WILLOW
DIRECTOR: MILCHO MANCHEVSKI

Milcho Manchevski is a director from the Balkans who always manages to surprise the
world of cinema with each of his new works. He is best known for his debut “Before the
Rain” which won a Golden Lion in Venice, an Independent Spirit Award and an Oscar
nomination in 1995. In his latest film he depicts motherhood across time with a full range
of experimentation, poetry and emotion.
Three women cope with issues of the control over their bodies, tradition and adoption.
As the director points out: “Our characters are faced with moral and personal dilemmas
that end up redefining their roles in their communities. They have not set out to change
the world or society, but their search for love, trust and motherhood makes them unlikely
heroines. On the surface, the beliefs and lifestyles of our characters in the Middle Ages
and in contemporary Macedonia could not be more different”. Three stories set in North
Macedonia— one medieval, two contemporary – in a small city of Prilep, explore themes
of love, trust and motherhood. A tale of three tales – all built on the very essence of love.

VRBA

North Macedonia, Hungary, Belgium, Albania | 2019 | 101 min
PRODUCTION: Banana Film, Scala Productions; Pioneer Pictures, Saga Film, Tirana
Film Institute
CAST: Sara Klimoska, Natalija Teodosieva, Kamka Tocinovski, Nikola Risteski
SCREENPLAY: Milcho Manchevski
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Tamas Dobos
EDITING: Nicolas Gaster
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NEW TALENTS COMPETITON
 BEYOND THE SEA
 BLIND ALLEY
 DON’T HESITATE TO COME FOR A VISIT, MOM
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 TO FEATHER, TO WITHER
 WOMAN, MAN, MAN AND ONE MORE WOMAN
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NEW TALENTS COMPETITION
We are back with our second edition! We invited young filmmakers from Eastern and Southern Europe to send us their debut
film to compete for an Audience Award (€1000). We were delighted by the diversity and quality of these daring films. They
gave us confidence that emerging directors of today are brave
enough to share their most intimate stories, that they don’t hesitate to speak up about their political concerns, and that they are
always in search of the poetic language of cinema.
This year we selected 10 films, 10 new exciting voices from Bulgaria, Hungary, Slovakia, Croatia, Russia, Slovenia, Lithuania
and The Netherlands.
These include the intimate, award-winning documentary dealing
with childhood trauma My Uncle Tudor. The experimental film
To Feather, to Wither, portraying the relationship between a girl
and her crows. Otava, a fiction film dealing with memory and
loss. The realistic fiction drama Woman, Man, Man and One
More Woman exploring relationships, monogamy and jealousy.
The honest documentary Don’t Hesitate to Come for a Visit, Mom about a mother and a daughter attempting to bridge
their distance through video-call. The documentary The Last
Days of the Year, shows how an unexpected earthquake puts
the careless winter break of a thirteen year old to the test. The
documentary Long Live Death, documenting the 31st anniversary of the Velvet Revolution in Bratislava. The sci-fi essay
Beyond the Sea, dealing with notions of alienation. The experimental, musical documentary The Outsiders, showing groups
of young men finding their voice through street basketball. And
the suspenseful fiction film Blind Alley, where two strangers go
on what seems to be an aimless journey through the city.
Don’t forget to vote for your favourite film!
Kristina Daurova & Stefan Pavlovic
19

NEW TALENTS COMPETITION

WORLD
PREMIÉRE

BEYOND THE SEA
DIRECTOR: ANASTASIJA PIROZENKO

In 1973, a Soviet writer travelled to western Europe to explore a newly-built modernist
town for her next sci-fi novel. The film follows her steps while juxtaposing past dreams
with present realities.
“Beyond the Sea” is a short fiction-documentary film about Emmen, one of the first
planned cities in the Netherlands, and home to textile and metal industry workers. Emmen
was a social experiment, meant to become the embodiment of a committed, happy and
united society. But the planned idyll did not last long or perhaps never existed. In this poetic, sci-fi-like film journey, speculative fiction intertwines with the present-day narratives
of the city, revealing modernist dreams and a complex shift in the history of its community.

VOORBIJ DE ZEE

The Netherlands | 2020 | 27 min
PRODUCTION: Katja Sokolova – ThankEve; EOdocs
CAST: Tania Theodorou (voice)
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Aziz al-Dilaimi
EDITING: Stella van Vorst van Beest, Anastasija Pirozenko
SOUND: Ronnie van der Veer, Sergio Gonzalez Cuervo
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NEW TALENTS COMPETITION

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

BLIND ALLEY
DIRECTOR: OLGA KOLEVA
Blind Alley is a road movie about getting lost on the way home.

A night after the protests in Sofia, two strangers meet and take an aimless road journey
through the streets of the city, meanwhile sharing their solitude. The road sign at the end
of the path becomes a sign of a hope for both of them.

TUPIK

Bulgaria | 2019 | 20 min
PRODUCTION: Olga Koleva, Yancho Mihaylov, Irina Kitova, Ina Durova
CAST: Nadejda Koleva, Christo Petkov
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Georgi Marinov – Gopeto
EDITING: Dimitar Yakimov
SOUND: Dimitar Benkov
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NEW TALENTS COMPETITION

DON’T HESITATE
TO COME FOR A VISIT, MOM
DIRECTOR: ANNA ARTEMYEVA
This is a story about the separation of a mother and 3-year-old daughter, who live far from
each other because of visa issues. Every day they communicate through video chat and
dream of an imminent meeting.
Little Grania comes up with various games that help her to deal with the separation
trauma. She plays online apps with her mom. While studying in another country, her
mother is trying to be with her family, but each time her hopes are crushed by a bureaucratic machine. All of this lasts a month, half a year, a year…

PRIYEZZHAY K NAM V GOSTI, MAMA

Belgium, Hungary, Portugal, Russia | 2020 | 12 min
PRODUCTION: Anna Artemyeva, Daphne Pascual, DocNomads
SCREENPLAY: Anna Artemyeva
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Artur Sokolov
EDITING: Anna Artemyeva, Daria Razumnikova
SOUND: David Vranken
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NEW TALENTS COMPETITION

LAST DAYS OF THE YEAR

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

DIRECTOR: MARKO BICANIC
Mateo is trying to enjoy the winter break, but an earthquake changes his plans.
Despite the pandemic, 13-year-old Mateo is enjoying his winter holidays – playing with
friends, lighting firecrackers, and awaiting New Year. Several days before New Year’s Eve,
their blissful fun is interrupted by the devastating earthquake that hits the neighbouring
county.

JOS MALO DO NOVE GODINE
Croatia | 2021 | 18 min

PRODUCTION: Vid Oluic, Marko Bicanic – ADU, Blank
SCREENPLAY: Marko Bicanic
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Urh Pirc
EDITING: Marta Breges, Marko Bicanic
SOUND: Marko Klajic
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NEW TALENTS COMPETITION

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

LONG LIVE DEATH
DIRECTOR: ROBO MIHALY

What would you do at a time of rising fascism? You don’t know? But you’re doing it right
now.
On the 31st anniversary of the Velvet Revolution, several students of the Academy of Performing Arts in Bratislava split into smaller film crews in order to record demonstrations
initiated primarily by the far-right and neo-Nazi wings of football hooligans. Protests, which
are being used by some opposition parties to strengthen their political capital, are taking
place at a time of the intensification of the global Covid-19 pandemic. The film focuses
on random and selected actors in several parallel demonstrations, merged into one, and
tries to analyse this event through a lecture by the Italian philosopher Umberto Eco entitled
Ur-Fascism.

NECH ZIJE SMRT’

Slovakia | 2021 | 20 min
PRODUCTION: Tereza Holubova, Academy of Performing Arts— Film & TV Faculty
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Sabina Zelinkova, Tereza Smetanova, Robo Mihaly
EDITING: Petra Stefancova
SOUND: Adriana Mackovcakova
MUSIC: Dominik Suchy / CO.AG
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NEW TALENTS COMPETITION

MY UNCLE TUDOR
DIRECTOR: OLGA LUCOVNICOVA
A poetic journey into the filmmaker’s own past, where nostalgic memories of a happy
childhood are shattered by a deep-rooted trauma.
After 20 years of silence, the filmmaker travels back to the house of her great-grandparents, where she experienced events that left a deep imprint on her memory. The longawaited family gathering runs counter to her attempts to overcome the past.
My Uncle Tudor by Moldovan filmmaker Olga Lucovnicova won the Golden Bear for Best
Short Film at the 71st Berlinale.

NANU TUDOR

Belgium, Portugal, Hungary | 2020 | 20 min
PRODUCTION: Olga Lucovnicova - LUCA School of Arts; Universidade LusOfona
Lissabon, University of Film and Arts Budapest
SCREENPLAY: Olga Lucovnicova
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Olga Lucovnicova
EDITING: Olga Lucovnicova
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NEW TALENTS COMPETITION

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

OTAVA
DIRECTOR: LANA BREGAR

An adolescent girl tries to dream about the memories of her mother while having to be
physically present in the surrounding farm with grandmother.
This short film deals with loss of a loved one and picks mourning as a theme. It questions whether it is better to mourn alone or in company. At the forefront is the view of a
12-year-old girl who is left without a mother. Loti is forced to move to the countryside with
her grandmother. The story begins on a green meadow, where Loti finds comfort and the
imaginary embrace of her mother. The perfect image of a summer day is interrupted by
her grandmother’s call and Loti finds herself at work. Everyday farm chores become her
new ritual.

OTAVA

Slovenia | 2021 | 15 min
PRODUCTION: Nina Robnik— Academy of Theatre, Radio, Film and Television
CAST: Tara Krvina, Draga Potocnjak
SCREENPLAY: Lana Bregar
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Ziga Planinsek
EDITING: Patrik Krajnc
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NEW TALENTS COMPETITION

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

OUTSIDERS
DIRECTOR: ALMANTAS PETKUNAS

Two young men struggling with their violent upbringings find purpose and refuge in streetball.
Kestutis and his friend Arni both spend their days on the basketball court. Kestutis is in a
gang dealing drugs, while Arni struggles to live at home with his alcoholic father. Both are
trying to escape their own realities — until they meet Wyte, the father of Lithuanian streetball. Entranced by Wyte’s remarkable basketball tricks, they become part of a streetball
community: where young men can express themselves and grow together to overcome
their obstacles.

AUTSAIDERIAI

Lithuania | 2019 | 17 min
PRODUCTION: Teresa Rozanovska
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Jevgenij Tichonov
EDITING: Dalius Kalinauskas
SOUND: Ramunas Jasutis
MUSIC: Markus B. Almqvist
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NEW TALENTS COMPETITION

TO FEATHER, TO WITHER

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

DIRECTOR: HANNA HOVITIE
“To Feather, to Wither” examines the mythical intertwining of life and death in an unusual
relationship between a girl and her crows.
A young taxidermist is fascinated by crows, paying considerate attention to their dead
bodies. Her work on the birds is simultaneously a careful study of anatomical connections
and a kind of service toward the resurrection of this mythical creature from the realm between life and death. Through detailed, pulsating black-and-white images and a sparingly
intense soundtrack, a charged atmosphere unfolds between craftsmanship, imagination
and poetry.

TO FEATHER, TO WITHER

Hungary, Belgium, Portugal | 2020 | 20 min
PRODUCTION: Hanna Hovitie, Daniel Donato; Patricia D’Intino
SCREENPLAY: Hanna Hovitie
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Daniel Donato
EDITING: Hanna Hovitie
SOUND: Bence Kovacs-Vajda
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NEW TALENTS COMPETITION

WOMAN, MAN, MAN
AND ONE MORE WOMAN

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

DIRECTOR: SERGEY OVECHKO
A married couple on the edge of breaking up decide to fix their relationship by taking part
in a swinger party. But it turns out that wife wasn’t ready for the aftermath.
Svetlana and Kolya have been married for almost 10 years. First to meet at university, first
to fall in love with each other, and now they are going for their first swinger party with another couple. It turns out that this was Kolya’s manipulativeness. But there is no way back
for Svetlana, and she dives deep, too deep, into the new experience.

ZHENSHCHINA, MUZHCHINA, MUZHCHINA
I YESHCHE ODNA ZHENSHCHINA
Russia | 2021 | 28 min

PRODUCTION: Anna Tsvetkova, Sofia Orlova
CAST: Maria Selezneva, Oleg Savtsov, Ivan Ivashkin, Tasha Tsvetkova
SCREENPLAY: Sergey Ovechko, Anastasia Likhenko
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Leonid Proshchak
EDITING: Svetlana Zakharina
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IN FOCUS: NEW, VIBRANT
SLOVENIAN CINEMA
 CONCERT
 DON’T FORGET TO BREATHE
 KING MATHEUS
 ONCE WERE HUMANS
 SANREMO
 SISTERS
 SOMA
 THE RIGHT ONE
 VESNA GOODBYE
 WATER MAN
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IN FOCUS: NEW, VIBRANT SLOVENIAN CINEMA
In the last couple of years, a new generation of film makers
from Slovenia have brought exciting energy to the film scene.
Among them are several strong female voices. In our program
of shorts, we bring the Grand Prix recipient of the prestigious
Clermont Ferrand festival to the Netherlands, as well as several
other award-winning works by directors who dare to explore
new ways of storytelling. Slovenian animation marks the top of
European production and we have opted to show both strong
animation for adults and lovely animated stories addressing children. Three strong, refined feature films depict relevant topics
like migration, as well as love – among coming-of-age youngsters on the one hand, and among senior citizens on the other.
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NEW, VIBRANT SLOVENIAN CINEMA

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

CONCERT
DIRECTOR: BARBARA ZEMLJIC

The best short film in the Female Perspective programme at the World of Film International Festival, “Concert” is a compelling reflection on the dramatic life-changing story of
a teenager.
Ajda’s carefree childhood is slowly mixing with puberty. She is inspired by her young guitar
teacher Mojca, whom she really likes. Her attention is also piqued by a boy named Javor,
a fact that Ajda’s friend Kiara is not too happy about. Lately, the two friends have been
preparing for a concert as a guitar duo. A realisation at the concert forces Ajda to grow
fast, as it changes her irreversibly.

KONCERT

Slovenia | 2019 | 11 min
PRODUCTION: Klemen Dvornik – Filmservis; NuFrame, Slovenian Film Centre
CAST: Tisa Skrabar, Neca Jazbec, Jus Golmajer, Marusa Majer
SCREENPLAY: Barbara Zemljic
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Marko Brdar
EDITING: Ivana Fumic
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NEW, VIBRANT SLOVENIAN CINEMA

DON’T FORGET TO BREATHE

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

DIRECTOR: MARTIN TURK
A sincere, atmospheric and intimate film about the fragility, jealousy, first love and strong
emotions that one teenager has to overcome. The best fiction film at the Festival of Slovenian Film.
Klemen (15) adores his older brother Peter (18), who is his idol and best friend. The boys,
raised by a single mother, are growing up in a small town in the countryside and spend
their days on the tennis court, training to be champions. When Peter falls in love with the
beautiful Sonja, everything changes. Klemen feels anger towards his older brother’s voluptuous girlfriend, while at the same time being hopelessly drawn to her feminine sensuality.
He is confused and plans to break Peter and Sonja up so he can have his brother back.
But his reckless ideas only manage to drive Peter further away, and the boy has to face the
consequences of actions that could result in disaster.

NE POZABI DIHATI

Slovenia, Italy, Croatia | 2019 | 98 min
PRODUCTION: Ida Weiss – Bela Film; Quasar Multimedia, Studio Dim, RTV Slovenija,
Rai Cinema
CAST: Matija Valant, Tine Ugrin, Klara Kuk, Ronja Matijevec Jerman
SCREENPLAY: Martin Turk
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Radislav Jovanov— Gonzo
EDITING: Beppe Leonetti
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NEW, VIBRANT SLOVENIAN CINEMA

KING MATHEUS

+7

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

DIRECTOR: KATARINA NIKOLOV
A beautiful animated story about the legend of Slovenia’s Sleeping King, and a curious
child on her way to discover her neighbour’s biggest secret.
Little Ilona is a lively 7-year old girl. On a rainy day she visits her old mysterious neighbour.
He is a great storyteller and tells her a story about legendary Slovenian hero King Matheus.
With Ilona’s funny interruptions, together they create their own imaginary world and she
discovers the neighbour’s great secret. A cinematic journey into national heritage and folk
tales through a child’s eyes.

KRALJ MATJAZ

Slovenia | 2017 | 11 min
PRODUCTION: Bojan Mastilovic— Iridium Film
ANIMATION: Jure Lavrin, Marko Lavrin
STORYBOARD: Tanja Semion
EDITING: Jure Lavrin
MUSIC: Dejan Doslo
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NEW, VIBRANT SLOVENIAN CINEMA

ONCE WERE HUMANS

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

DIRECTOR: GORAN VOJNOVIC
Desperate to resolve their financial troubles, two friends and business partners get involved in the shady business of stealing a truck – only it’s the wrong one. A film about
humanity and the still pressing issue of refugees and migrants in Europe.
Leo, an Italian, and Vucko, a Bosnian, both live in Slovenia and are business partners.
They own a restaurant where Leo’s ex-wife works. Leo has a son to support and Vucko, a
former refugee, lives with his sick mother. Their troubles begin when the bank refuses to
give them the loan to renovate the restaurant. Unable to repay the debt, and faced with
losing the restaurant, they go to a swindler Gianni who makes them an offer: steal his truck
so that he can get insurance money, and later pay them their share. Under the darkness
of the night, Leo makes a wrong move. Leo’s and Vucko’s humanity is put to the test as
difficult decisions must be made. A great performance from a team of mixed Slovenian
and Bosnian actors.

NEKOC SO BILI LJUDJE

Slovenia | 2020 | 89 min

PRODUCTION: Bostjan Ikovic— Arsmedia; MB Grip, NuFrame, Studio 100, Apapaja
CAST: Francesco Borchi, Moamer Kasumovic, Marusa Majer, Emir Hadzihafizbegovic
SCREENPLAY: Tommaso Santi, Goran Vojnovic
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Milos Srdic
EDITING: Ivor Ivezic
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NEW, VIBRANT SLOVENIAN CINEMA

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

SANREMO
DIRECTOR: MIROSLAV MANDIC

Slovenia’s nominee for Oscars 2022! A moving love story of two people suffering from dementia. “I am interested in the atmosphere of a retirement home, which oscillates between
poetry and a higher knowledge”, points out the director. Bruno and Dusa, who live in the
same nursing home, enjoy each other’s company. However, their moments together are
always soon forgotten, as both of them suffer from dementia. Each time they meet feels
like the first. This unique relationship is evoked by Gigliola Cinquetti’s song “Non ho l’età”,
performed at the Sanremo Festival back in the 1960s – the only shared memory from their
youth. The succession of powerful and poetic images portrays the protagonists’ confusion
as well as their nostalgic moods. The story has funny moments too, like the night when
Bruno can’t find his room – he accidentally enters Dusa’s and lies down next to her. Upon
waking up, they start arguing, each certain that the other is in the wrong bed, only to rediscover their mutual affection. Sanremo is kind of nostalgic homage to director’s parents.

SANREMO

Slovenia, Italy | 2020 | 85 min
PRODUCTION: Miroslav Mandic, Nina Robnik— Filmostovje; RTV Slovenija, Incipit Film
CAST: Sandi Pavlin, Silva Cusin, Boris Cavazza, Mojca Funkl
SCREENPLAY: Miroslav Mandic
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Peter Zeitlinger
EDITING: Andrej Nagode
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NEW, VIBRANT SLOVENIAN CINEMA

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

SISTERS
DIRECTOR: KATARINA RESEK KUKLA

Winner of Clermont-Ferrand’s Grand Prix, about three best friends, modern-day sworn
virgins. A brilliant, powerful film about gender identity in a patriarchal society and girls who
cannot accept the roles they have been given.
Sisters in spirit— Sina, Jasna and Mihrije— are best friends in their early twenties who
have sworn to remain virgins. Outwardly they appear to be brutish tomboys, while inwardly
they are sensitive and gentle. All children of immigrants from Ex-Yugoslavia, they live by
their own set of rules in small Slovenian town. Always wearing loose grey sweatsuits and
tying their hair into low ponytails stuffed in their sweaters, they do martial arts and keep
to themselves. Their lifestyle often brings them into conflict with the local boys. During
one of their scuffles, a fragile girl saves them from a total defeat and humiliation. Strong
performances from the main actresses.

SESTRE

Slovenia | 2021 | 23 min
PRODUCTION: Barbara Daljavec— A Atalanta; Supermarket, Zvokarna, NuFrame
CAST: Mina Milovanovic, Mia Skrbinac, Sarah Al Saleh, Tin Troha
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Peter Perunovic
EDITING: Lukas Miheljak
SOUND: Bostjan Kacicnik
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NEW, VIBRANT SLOVENIAN CINEMA

SOMA
DIRECTOR: SANDRA JOVANOVSKA
We thought we were made of dust, but in fact, we are just spirits. A fascinating, grotesque
stop-motion animation that deals with the theme of addiction with originality.
Situated in a strange, trashy universe, the story revolves around two creatures: a taxidermist and a butcher. The butcher gets the taxidermist hooked on his drugs, which he
offers as an alleged cure for the taxidermist’s disease. The taxidermist becomes a junkie
and gives away his most precious love to the butcher in exchange for more drugs. After
realising what he did, he goes to take what belongs to him, but the path ahead is a oneway journey.

SOMA

Slovenia, Italy, Serbia | 2019 | 9 min
PRODUCTION: Bostjan Potokar – University of Nova Gorica School of Arts; Kinoatelje,
Mnogougao, Famul Video Lab
SCREENPLAY: Sandra Jovanovska, Ivan Antic
ANIMATION: Sandra Jovanovska
EDITING: Sandra Jovanovska
SOUND: Ivan Antic
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NEW, VIBRANT SLOVENIAN CINEMA

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

THE RIGHT ONE
DIRECTORS: GABRIEL TZAFKA, URSKA DJUKIC

The opening film of the Cannes Directors’ Fortnight, about a possessive mother, a loving
son, the fiancée’s first visit, a silent witness. Four players around a pie. Starring Mirjana
Karanovic.
“The Right One” focuses on the clash between the conservative and the liberal. A classic
mother from the Balkans, who always knows what is best for others, meets her son’s new
love. The widow (Mirjana Karanovic) invited her son, a policemen (Muhamed Hadzovic)
and his new girlfriend (Doroteja Nadrah) over for coffee and cake. As the story goes, many
things are revealed. A short comedy by writing-directing duo Urska Djukic (Slovenia) and
Gabriel Tzafka (Greece), marvellously filmed in a single shot.

THE RIGHT ONE

Denmark, Greece, Slovenia | 2019 | 14 min
PRODUCTION: Armin Hadzic, Dominique Welinski, Amra Baksic Camo— Obala Art
Centar
CAST: Doroteja Nadrah, Mirjana Karanovic, Muhamed Hadzovic
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Lev Predan Kowarski
EDITING: Una Gunjak
SOUND: Igor Camo
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NEW, VIBRANT SLOVENIAN CINEMA

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

VESNA GOODBYE
DIRECTOR: SARA KERN

A film showing the impressive and unusual ways kids can cope with the loss of their
mother. Winner of the Vesna Award for Best Original Audiovisual Work at the Festival of
Slovenian Film.
10-year-old Emi and her pregnant older sister Vesna go for a drive down the coast to try to
reconnect following the recent death of their mother. Emi observes her sister and quietly
tries to make sense of Vesna’s grief, while words remain unsaid. With incredible maturity,
Emi realises that in order to protect her sister and herself, she will have to find her way
back home on her own.

VESNA GOODBYE

Slovenia, Australia | 2020 | 14 min
PRODUCTION: Rok Bicek— Cvinger film; Gal Greenspan, Sharlene George— Sweetshop & Green; Jim M. Wright, Michael Ciccone— Truce Films
CAST: Pauline Aleynik, Emily Milledge
SCREENPLAY: Sara Kern
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Alex Cardy
EDITING: Hayley Miro Browne
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NEW, VIBRANT SLOVENIAN CINEMA

WATER MAN

+7

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

DIRECTOR: KATARINA NIKOLOV
A modern animated adaptation of a Slovenian folk tale told through the eyes of Ema and
her little brother lost in the hustle of a supermarket.
This short animation brings the story of four-year-old Max and his teenage sister Ema who
enriches their shopping in a large mall by telling him the story of the Water Man. Ema’s picturesque narration pulls her younger brother into a whirlpool of imagination. He identifies
with the events and characters from the story, and travels with them into fantasy worlds.
But as the narrative and their play become more intense, Ema notices that Max is lost…
The story ends happily, serving as a reminder that the most valuable things in life cannot
be bought.

POVODNI MOZ

Slovenia | 2020 | 14 min
PRODUCTION: Bojan Mastilovic— Iridium film
CAST: Iva Lazar, Anze Perko (voice)
ANIMATION: Jure and Marko Lavrin
STORYBOARD: Tanja Semion
MUSIC: Marko Lavrin
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IN FOCUS – ROMANI STORIES
BY ROMANI DIRECTORS
 GIPSY QUEEN
 GYPSY TALES: DOJA THE GYPSY FAIRY
 GYPSY TALES: HOW WAS MAN CREATED.
 GYPSY TALES: THE STORY OF THE SUN AND THE MOONS
 HOW FAR THE STARS
 HOW I BECAME A PARTISAN
 LETTER OF FORGIVENESS
 PAGES OF MY BOOK
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(DE)CONSTRUCTING THE REPRESENTATION OF ROMANI
PEOPLE IN EASTERN EUROPEAN CINEMA

In 1971, an important historical meeting took place near London – the first
Romani congress where the Romani nation was officially recognized. Representatives from 23 countries participated in this milestone meeting at which
five commissions were created to examine social affairs, war crimes, education, language, and culture. Romani people got their flag and Opre Roma
(Up, Roma) became an official motto, while the famous song Gelem, Gelem
(I went, I went) by the Romani musician from Serbia, Zarko Jovanovic, was
accepted as the official anthem. However, 50 years later, the largest minority
group of Europe, which counts more than 12 million people, is still facing
injustice, extreme poverty, and segregation. The antigypsyism trend has become even stronger in recent years in some (eastern) European countries.
Therefore, ENFF joins forces with the Romedia Foundation in mobilising Romani cinema to deconstruct the historically constructed, stigmatising image
of Roma that appears in public and cultural discourses, and to promote new
narratives and forms of visual representation. The representation of Romani
people in films is mostly carried out from the perspective of the majority in
society in which the Roma community does not participate. However, the
advent of Roma directors or those who researched a lot of Romani stories
and speak from their point of view, slowly alters this practise, and offers a
new approach and different vision.
In our program of fiction feature films, documentaries, shorts, and animations, we attempt to show films that deal with the Romani community and
are directed, written and produced by Roma filmmakers. Their films highlight themes such as freedom, political and personal identity, fears, dreams
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and hopes of the nation that for centuries felt unsettled and unwelcome
in so many countries in the world. Knowledge is the best tool to facilitate
understanding of other people and our program opens a window to the audience in The Netherlands to get to know Roma culture beyond the cliches
by giving a voice to Romani filmmakers. The ENFF will screen eight films,
productions from Austria, Germany, Bulgaria, Hungary, Romania, Slovakia.
The film directors in this program include many women, pro-active in their
communities, and thought-provoking in their artistic work.
Romedia Foundation is a 29-year-old Roma-led non-governmental organization based in Budapest. Their mission is to amplify marginalized voices
through media, film, photography. With a longstanding experience in conducting targeted research, proficiency in filming, expertise in educational
activities and film-production, Romedia fights forms of discrimination and
xenophobia, particularly antigypsy sentiments, through innovative and creative cultural means.

MASTERCLASS BY KATALIN BARSONY

Katalin Barsony, executive director
of the Romedia Foundation, film
director and producer, whose latest documentary HOW FAR THE
STARS (page 50) we screen in our
programme, will give a masterclass:
ALTER IMAGE — ROMANI REPRESENTATION IN THE XXI CENTURY

“In nearly a century, there has been
a considerable leap in how the Romani people are represented, as well
as the role of Roma in film production and modes of self-representation on screen. Departing from the
stereotype of the freedom- and nature-loving, the wild Romani stranger was possible by providing space
for Roma participants, “citizens”, to
express their own identity, history,
and living conditions through film.
This, in turn, made the movie screen
a platform for change and empowerment. Through illustrative examples,
this lecture discusses a glimpse of
this ongoing walk towards equality.”
Moderated by Margje de Koning, director of Movies that Matter festival.
More info: www.enff.nl
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AN ENCOUNTER WITH THREE POWERFUL VOICES
OF EUROPEAN ROMANI CINEMA

ENFF brings strong female line-up in this year’s special Romani prograJoin the debate with three talented filmmakers from Hungary, Slovakia and
Romania. Moderated by Margje de Koning, director of Movies that Matter.
More info: www.enff.nl

KATALIN BÁRSONY is a sociologist, filmmaker ED of Roma NGO
Romedia Foundation and CEO of
BAXT Films Ltd from Hungary.

She created Mundi Romani – the
World through Roma Eyes, the
first-ever news documentary series
on Roma communities broadcasted on a mainstream TV channel.
The series consisted of 42 episodes
shot in 28 countries, winning worldwide recognition for its innovative
quality, cinematography and the
untold stories the films unravelled.
In 2010, it was awarded the UNESCO Prize for the Rapprochement of
Cultures. Awards and nominations
at the Monte Carlo Television Festival, the FIPA, the CIVIS Prize led to
the creation of independent media
campaigns and films such as Uprooted (2011), nominated at the 8th
Aljazeera International Documentary Film Festival, and the upcoming
documentary drama, 3Brothers. The
launch of BAXT Films will facilitate
the further creation of independent
documentaries, with an emphasis
on human rights, cultural issues, using cutting edge technologies.
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VERA LACKOVÁ is a director and
film producer. Born in Slovakia and
based in Vienna, Austria, she is the
founder of the Czech-Slovakian production company, MediaVoice. Her
background working with Roma
people, sharing their stories and
movements, enables her to bring a

unique insider perspective on important and timely ethnic and political Roma themes for the community. A participant of the 2019 IDFA
Academy, her film, How I Became
a Partisan, was her feature length
documentary debut and is about
searching for the fate of forgotten
Roma partisans. Her own search
for and exposure of Romani partisans’ stories is primarily based on
the life of her great-grandfather; Ján
Lacko. The film premiered at goEast
Film Festival in Wiesbaden in 2021,
where she received the Federal
Foreign Office for Cultural Diversity
award. The project was developed
at the Ex Oriente film workshop,
pitched at the 2020 East Doc Platform, and is a part of the distribution
program, East Silver Caravan, supported by IDF.
the first Roma actress representing
Romania at the Cannes Film Festival with her leading role in Alone at
My Wedding. For her main role in
Gipsy Queen she earned The Best
Actress Award in Germany at the
Actors Guild Awards in September
2020. Letter of Forgiveness is her
debut as a film director, and the first
film about the Roma slavery, written
and directed from a Roma perspective. Serban also pioneered Roma
feminist political theatre. Her show
The Great Shame about the taboo
topic of Roma slavery became the
first play by a Roma woman director
included in the permanent repertoire
of a state theatre in Romania.

ALINA SERBAN is an award-winning Romanian artist: actress, performer, film and theater director,
playwright and activist. She was
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IN FOCUS: ROMANI STORIES BY ROMANI DIRECTORS

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

GIPSY QUEEN
DIRECTOR: HUSEYIN TABAK

The brilliant Romanian-Romani actress Alina Serban and the extremely gifted director Huseyin Tabak have teamed up to bring a powerful, inspiring boxing story to the big screen.
The plot follows a Roma single mom who uses everything she‘s got to provide for her kids.
She is determined to give them a good start in life in their new home in a foreign country,
Germany, and she’ll have to box her way up to that promise.
It‘s hard not to like young Ali. She has the heart of a lion, is proud, doesn‘t complain and
for her two children she works herself to the bone at her job as a cleaner in Hamburg‘s
famous Ritze underground club. But deep in her heart Ali carries a wound: after she became an unmarried mother in Romania, she was disowned by her father. Until then, she
had been considered the Gipsy Queen, the queen of all Roma. One day Ali discovers the
boxing ring in the Ritze‘s basement and gets to watch a fight which brings back memories
of boxing training with her father. Fully equipped and disappointed by life, Ali vents all her
fury on the punching bag. Tanne, an ex-boxer and the club’s owner, sees her and recognises her talent. She starts to box again and sees the chance of a better life. A brilliant
performance by Alina Serban.

GIPSY QUEEN

Germany, Austria | 2019 | 112 min
PRODUCTION: Danny Krausz – Dor Film-West, Dor Film
CAST: Alina Serban, Tobias Moretti, Irina Kurbanova, Catrin Striebeck
SCREENPLAY: Huseyin Tabak
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Lukas Gnaiger
EDITING: Christoph Loidl
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IN FOCUS: ROMANI STORIES BY ROMANI DIRECTORS

GYPSY TALES:
DOJA THE GYPSY FAIRY

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

DIRECTOR: MARIA HORVATH
“I have lived one hundred years, but never would I have thought that someday we would
have a land of our own”, speaks a Roma character in the film. Her words encompass the
“bitter fate” of the Roma community, the motif of their wandering through the world: remaining scattered, hoping to find one another.
Doja the Gypsy Fairy illustrates the poverty and exclusion that Roma face. While they
are dreaming about their own land, a Roma fairy gracefully strolls down a rainbow to be
amongst her community and help them. Clinging to her long, jet-black hair, they fly with
her to a wondrous island where they can build the Romani land in freedom and live happily
in peace. But then, one day, terrible monsters attack the village.
The film is part of the Gypsy Tales animation series which started in 2013 at the Kecskemetfilm Studio under the direction of Ferenc Mikulas and Maria Horvath. They set up a
collaboration with several Roma artists: writer and illustrator Magda Szecsi, painter Terez
Orsos, musician Jozsef Olah, and fashion designer Erika Varga. The collaboration allowed
artists to represent Romani myths and oral heritage while illustrating tradition with contemporary art through storytelling, fusing drawings and traditional music.

CIGANYMESEK: DOJA A CIGANYTENDER
Hungary | 2015 | 8 min

PRODUCTION: Ferenc Mikulas— Kecskemetfilm Ltd.
SCREENPLAY: Maria Horvath
ANIMATION: Laszlo Balajthy
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Roland Toth-Pocs
EDITING: Roland Toth-Pocs
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IN FOCUS: ROMANI STORIES BY ROMANI DIRECTORS

GYPSY TALES:
HOW WAS MAN CREATED

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

DIRECTOR: MARIA HORVATH
When the Lord created the sky, the earth, and the water, he was content. But soon, he
began to feel lonely. He brooded for a moment, and then began to knead a bit of clay. He
opened the oven and started to bake a man. His skin turned out to be so white, that God
thought he should surround him by brothers of more colours.
The film is part of the Gypsy Tales animation series which started in 2013 at the Kecskemetfilm Studio under the direction of Ferenc Mikulas and Maria Horvath. They set up a
collaboration with several Roma artists: writer and illustrator Magda Szecsi, painter Terez
Orsos, musician Jozsef Olah, and fashion designer Erika Varga.
The collaboration allowed artists to represent Romani myths and oral heritage while illustrating tradition with contemporary art through storytelling, fusing drawings and traditional
music. The various episodes of Gypsy Tales present loveable and complex Romani heroes
and heroines and help to create a positive representation of Romani communities and
their traditions.

CIGANYMESEK: HOGYAN LETT AZ EMBER
Hungary | 2017 | 7 min

PRODUCTION: Ferenc Mikulas— Kecskemetfilm Ltd.
ANIMATION: Athanasios Giouvanoudis, Mirella Benes, Zoltan Szabo,
Matyas Kungl
SCREENPLAY: Maria Horvath
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Roland Toth-Pocs
EDITING: Matyas Kungl
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IN FOCUS: ROMANI STORIES BY ROMANI DIRECTORS

GYPSY TALES: THE STORY OF
THE SUN AND THE MOON

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

DIRECTOR: ESZTER SZOBOSZLAY
Through beautiful visual storytelling and narration, an old Roma story is told in which the
colour of our skin is determined, yet it is not determinant in how we remain friends with
now another.
Once upon a time, an enormous dragon and a terribly cruel giant stole the sun and the
moon. Darkness fell over the world. Fortunately, two brave and strong men set out to find
the light and bring it back.
The film is part of the Gypsy Tales animation series which started in 2013 at the Kecskemetfilm Studio under the direction of Ferenc Mikulas and Maria Horvath. They set up a
collaboration with several Roma artists: writer and illustrator Magda Szecsi, painter Terez
Orsos, musician Jozsef Olah, and fashion designer Erika Varga. The collaboration allowed
artists to represent Romani myths and oral heritage while illustrating tradition with contemporary art through storytelling, fusing drawings and traditional music. The various episodes of Gypsy Tales present loveable and complex Romani heroes and heroines and help
create a positive representation of Romani communities and their traditions.

CIGANYMESEK: A NAP ES A HOLD TORTENETE
Hungary | 2017 | 7 min

PRODUCTION: Ferenc Mikulas— Kecskemetfilm Ltd.
ANIMATION: Szucs Emese, Uzsak Andras, Athanasios Giouvanoudis,
Mirella Benes, Sulyok Bence, G. Szabo Zoltan
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Roland Toth-Pocs
EDITING: Matyas Kungl
MUSIC: Jozsef Olah
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IN FOCUS: ROMANI STORIES BY ROMANI DIRECTORS

HOW FAR THE STARS
DIRECTOR: KATALIN BARSONY
There are not many film directors of Roma origin in the European film industry. The great
Hungarian talent Katalin Barsony has competently brought a compelling story of a Roma
musician Jozsef Balazs to the screen, who devoted his life to jazz music. His dream is to
succeed in America, in the home of jazz, and to escape poverty. Amazing Balazs starts
collaboration with the Rolling Stones sidemen and saxophonist Tim Ries.
The director practically stumbled upon her subject on an average night in a jazz club in
Budapest. Jozsef Balazs was performing, as she puts it, “almost crying over the piano,
playing with intense emotion”. A friendship soon ensued between the two. Barsony and
her small film crew were able to film over the course of several years many of the turbulences in the life of Jozsef. A shy and modest, but tremendously talented and optimistic
young man, Jozsef is seen on screen in a stormy relationship with his wife, battling obesity,
unable to pay for his bills, becoming a father and trying to make it in America. Filmed as a
fly-on-the-wall documentary and edited at times in the style of a feature film, How Far the
Stars captures the essence of his soul and his profound love for his music.

CSILLAGFENY TAVOLSAG
Hungary/USA | 2019 | 69 min

PRODUCTION: Benedek Kaban, David Szepesi, Elemer Santa,
Katalin Barsony— BAXT Films, HBO Europe
CAST: Jozsef Balazs, Elemer Balazs, sen. Elemer Balazs, Vilmos Olah
CINEMATOGRAPHY: David Szepesi, Zoltan Lovasi
EDITING: Thomas Ernst
SOUND: Tamas Zanyi
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IN FOCUS: ROMANI STORIES BY ROMANI DIRECTORS

HOW I BECAME A PARTISAN

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

DIRECTOR: VERA LACKOVA
Cinematic resistance against oblivion. A must-see documentary about the Sinti and Roma
victims of the Holocaust in WWII Slovakia. Documenting her own family history and the
heroic and dramatic life of her great grandfather, the Roma director Vera Lackova sheds
light onto an aspect of the Slovak history during the Nazis which is rarely discussed: the
Roma resistance.
In 1944, Slovak partisans rise up against their Nazi occupiers and the collaborationist
Slovak government. Among their ranks: the Roma partisan Jan Lacko. While he is out
fighting, Lacko’s family is taken to a forest and murdered. After the violence subsides,
Lacko finds their partially charred remains at the site.
75 years later, Vera Lackova sets off to trace her great grandfather’s past, on what is also
a quest to find other Roma partisans— who often go unmentioned— in the scope of memorial celebrations. But during her search, she comes up against deeply rooted prejudice,
indifference and hatred towards the Roma community. Her motivation is to demolish the
long-held stereotype of Roma as mere victims of Nazism. She shows on screen stories of
Roma people whose deeds go beyond the history of a minority ethnic group and deservedly form part of European history.

AKO SOM SA STALA PARTIZANKOU
Slovakia, Czech Republic | 2021 | 89 min

PRODUCTION: Jan Bodnar, Vera Lackova— Media Voice; Film & Sociology
SCREENPLAY: Vera Lackova
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Petr Racek, Laco Korbel
EDITING: Hana Dvorackova
MUSIC: Jan Sikl
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IN FOCUS: ROMANI STORIES BY ROMANI DIRECTORS

LETTER OF FORGIVENESS

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

DIRECTOR: ALINA SERBAN
Based on a real story of slavery from the 1800s, this period drama set in Walachia (a
territory of present-day Romania) gives us a compelling look into the Roma slavery in the
past, a topic rarely discussed in cinema. Directed by well-known Romanian actress Alina
Serban who also performs in the film.
In the household of a wealthy Romanian noblewoman in 1855, Maria, a Roma slave, fights
to obtain freedom for her son. Based on a true story of a Roma mother and son who
changed the course of Romanian history by hastening the abolition of slavery. Part of a
future full-length project, the short film presents a day in the household in which Maria
and her son serve as slaves. As important guests arrive for dinner and all the slaves are
making preparations, Maria and her son see this day as a chance to take a step to change
their fate.
During five centuries of Roma slavery, the Romanian equivalent of the word forgiveness
was used when referring to freeing someone from slavery, as in to say that the Roma slave
was “forgiven” from slavery. In 1856 the Roma slaves were officially “emancipated”, which
meant that they were granted freedom. To this day, public recognition of their loss, suffering and trauma remains limited.

BILET DE IERTARE

Romania | 2020 | 15 min
PRODUCTION: Catalin Dobre, Denisa Balint— Untold Stories, Mobra Films, Dinadins
CAST: Alina Serban, Oana Stefanescu, Ionut Habet, Emil Mandanac
SCREENPLAY: Alina Serban
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Julia Kacalak
EDITING: Roxana Szel
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IN FOCUS: ROMANI STORIES BY ROMANI DIRECTORS

PAGES OF MY BOOK

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

DIRECTOR: GALYA STOYANOVA
Gaze, and be gazed upon. A strong and honest performance acted out by photographer
Galya Stoyanova who chose the medium of film to investigate her identity and (self)acceptance as a young Roma woman living in an Eastern European capital. Pages of My Book
is an effective exercise to expose racism in society.
Through her short film, Bulgarian Romani artist Galya Stoyanova heads off by bravely
voicing her deepest insecurities and fears regarding her identity as a Roma woman. She
puts on traditional clothes and takes the streets of Budapest to artistically examine the
way she is perceived by the majority and whether their prejudices will impact her own
self-perception.
Galya’s experiment is based only partially on criticising the majority’s traditional stereotyping of Romani people. What is applied much more here is the subjective point of view of a
Roma woman, who, in the process of inhabiting a city, photographs people and is herself
photographed by a crew, realising a double (objectifying and objectified) role. The result is
a beautiful, authentic identity essay in which Galya presents a very affirmative version of
feminist identity politics.

PAGES OF MY BOOK
Bulgaria | 2013 | 5 min

PRODUCTION: Katalin Barsony – Romedia Foundation
CAST: Galya Stoyanova
SCREENPLAY: Galya Stoyanova
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Miklos Barna, Galya Stoyanova
EDITING: Eszter Kovacs, Miklos Barna, Galya Stoyanova
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DOCUMENTARIES OPEN
DEBATES
 ONCE UPON A TIME IN POLAND
 SUNNY
 THIS RAIN WILL NEVER STOP
 THE EARTH IS BLUE AS AN ORANGE
 WHEN WE WERE THEM
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DOCUMENTARIES OPEN DEBATES
Documentaries often measure the temperature of a society.
What do people feel, how do they think? What lies underneath
what’s visible in common public opinion and what is their take
on the politics in their environment, religion or educational system? What is the state of homophobia or (in)tolerance against
women, migrants, or “otherness” in general? All can be felt or
clearly seen in documentary films. Cinema sometimes works
as a corrective of society. Certain topics are depicted in such
a powerful and compelling manner, that they are brought to the
table for debate, breaking taboo issues. In this way, film narrative can be seen as a healing process for a society or a certain community. Documentaries that we bring in our program
raise more and more burning questions – whether and with what
tools a liberal order can be restored to guarantee the rights and
freedom of the widest range of citizens. Documentary films are
this year programmed not only in this section but also in program chapters: The Power of Your Story, Romani Stories by Romani Directors, Between Memory and History, Short Films - Big
Stories.

UKRAINE!
We have been aware of the ongoing political and military escalation in the Eastern part of Ukraine since 2014. People’s struggles have been depicted in many films screened at ENFF. Still,
the brutal war that broke out last February has shocked us all
and breaks our hearts. The world will never be the same. The
realm of documentary cinema, especially in Eastern Europe,
proves one more time to be indispensable.
With our film screenings and debates, discussions with filmmakers and audiences — we as a festival, perceive and conclude
only that THERE ARE NO EXCUSES FOR WAR.
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DOCUMENTARIES OPEN DEBATES

ONCE UPON A TIME
IN POLAND

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

DIRECTORS: VIT KLUSAK, FILIP REMUNDA
A lucid, thought-provoking documentary with elements of comedy and satire made by the
well-known Czech filmmakers Vit Klusak and Filip Remunda, which deals with human encounters in Central Europe and the enormous distance that faith— or lack thereof— puts
between people.
So close, yet so far. In the middle of Europe, two nations coexist close to one another, yet
worlds apart. The Czechs are dedicated atheists, while the Poles are born to be baptised
Catholics. Czechs shake their heads in disbelief at Polish piety, while Poles hold Czechs
in contempt for living without God. The filmmakers address passers-by, nuns, employees
of the anti-Semitic Radio Maryja, a priest accused of sexual harassment and an exorcist,
but also a range of believers with valid and decent points of view. In the process, the filmmaker not only becomes an explorer, but also a pilgrim in search of faith. The documentary
fundamentally asks a number of essential socio-political and moral questions. What has
happened to Poland in recent years? And what is the identity of Central Europe and the
moral common ground of these two nations?

JAK BUH HLEDAL KARLA

Czech Republic, Poland, Slovakia | 2020 | 97 min
PRODUCTION: Jana Brozkova, Zdenek Holy – Vernes; Hypermarket Film, Peter
Kerekes, Plesnar & Krauss Films, Krakow Festival Office, Czech Television
SCREENPLAY: Vit Klusak, Filip Remunda
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Martin Matiasek, Vit Klusak, Martin Tokar
EDITING: Hana Dvorackova
MUSIC: Jan Pavel
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SUNNY
DIRECTOR: KETI MACHAVARIANI

A sophisticated, gentle story of an older woman, Sunny, an interviewer working on social
research. She leads us into Georgian citizen’s homes and lets us learn about the different
Georgia behind the doors.
The title of the film is Sunny. Sunny is the literal translation of our main character’s name in
Georgian. She is a Georgian citizen and Georgia was often referred to as “Sunny Georgia”
during the Soviet times. 60-year-old Sunny is a former teacher who now makes her living
as an interviewer for sociological studies. This job is her only way of overcoming total
solitude and maintaining a social life. She leads us into the narrow streets of Tbilisi and its
sleeping districts, showing us a variety of flats, houses and living conditions, and lets us
listen to Georgian citizens’ thoughts and hopes on urgent political and civic issues. The
film received the Honourable Mention at the Hot Docs, the largest documentary festival in
North America and had its European premiere at Sarajevo FF.

MZIURI

Georgia | 2020 | 67 min
PRODUCTION: Nato Sikharulidze— Terra Incognita Films, Tsisana Khundadze— Sunny
Films
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Giorgi Shvelidze, Giorgi Pailodze, Gigi Samsonadze
EDITING: Levan Butkhuzi
SOUND: Giorgi Goglik Gogoladze, Irakli Ivanishvili, Tamta Mandzulashvili
MUSIC: Nanuli Abesadze, Gia Chirakidze, Suliko Koroshinadze
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THIS RAIN WILL NEVER STOP
DIRECTOR: ALINA GORLOVA
A powerful journey through an endless cycle of war and peace. Winner of the IDFA Award
for Best First Appearance, as well as Best Film prizes at Go East Wiesbaden, One World
Prague and Festival Dei Popoli Florence.
Having fled war in Syria, the Suleyman family is scattered around Europe and the Middle
East. Andriy is in Ukraine, his brothers are in Germany and Iraq, while one remained in
Syria. The film follows Andriy, who works as a volunteer with the Red Cross. He is now
faced with another military conflict, the Donbas war, and is unsure whether to escape the
war or stay and help people who suffer. He visits his brother in Germany and some of
his relatives in Iraq in an emotional reunion. While we follow him on his journey, we see
footage of humanitarian relief efforts, military parades, various festivities and happenings
from everyday life. After the sudden death of his father, Andriy decides to accompany the
body back to Syria.

TSEY DOSHCH NIKOLY NE SKINCHYTSIA

Ukraine, Latvia, Germany, Qatar | 2020 | 102 min
PRODUCTION: Tabor— Maksym Nakonechnyi; Avantis Promo, Bulldog Agenda
SCREENPLAY: Alina Gorlova, Maksym Nakonechnyi
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Vyacheslav Tsvetkov
EDITING: Olha Zhurba, Simon Mozgovyi, Alina Gorlova
SOUND: Vasyl Yavtushenko
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THE EARTH IS BLUE AS AN ORANGE
DIRECTOR: IRYNA TSILYK
To cope with the daily trauma of living in the Ukraine warzone, Anna and her children are
making a film together about their life in the most surreal surroundings. Sundance-awarded documentary that shows how much power can art have in wartime.
Single mother Anna and her four children live in the front-line war zone of Donbas,
Ukraine. While the outside world is made up of bombings and chaos, the family is managing to keep their home as a safe haven, full of life and full of light. Every member of the
family has a passion for cinema, motivating them to shoot a film inspired by their own life
during a time of war. The creative process raises the question of what kind of power the
magical world of cinema could have during times of disaster. How to picture war through
fiction? For Anna and the children, transforming trauma into a work of art is the ultimate
way to stay human.

ZEMLIA BLAKYTNA NIBY APEL’SYN
Ukraine, Lithuania | 2020 | 74 min

PRODUCTION: Anna Kapustina - Albatros Communicos Ukraine; Giedre Zickyte Moonmakers
CAST: Ganna, Olena and Olga Gladka, Myroslava, Anastasiia and Vladyslav Trofymchuk,
Stanislav Gladky, Danylo Dydenko
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Viacheslav Tsvietkov
EDITING: Ivan Bannikov, Danielius Kokanauskis
SOUND: Jonas Maksvytis
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WHEN WE WERE THEM
DIRECTORS: DANIS TANOVIC, DAMIR SAGOLJ
Two Bosnians, Oscar winning director Danis Tanovic and Pulitzer Prize receiver photojournalist Damir Sagolj have just finished this short, compelling film that calls for urgency
and action. In “When We Were Them” they depict the horrible reality of migrants stuck in
Bosnia on their way to western Europe.
Surrounded by minefields and destruction from the Bosnian war and not considered welcome by anyone, thousands of migrants are still stranded in the northern part of the country that was once torn apart by war. The lack of food, clothes, firewood and communication are problems, but nothing compared to the serious violation of basic human rights
these migrants are subjected to on a daily basis. Directors Danis Tanovic and Damir Sagolj
show the brutality and inhumanity of the everlasting story of people “on the move”, seeking a better life in the EU. They raise the question: do we remember “when we were them”?

KAD SMO MI BILI ONI

Bosnia and Herzegovina | 2021 | 15 min
PRODUCTION: WARM Foundation
SCREENPLAY: Damir Sagolj, Danis Tanovic
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Damir Sagolj, Danis Tanovic
EDITING: Redzinald Simek
SOUND: Mirza Tahirovic
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BETWEEN MEMORY
AND HISTORY
 HAVEL
 HOMO SOVIETICUS
 LANDSCAPES OF RESISTANCE
 SO, WHAT`S FREEDOM?
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BETWEEN MEMORY AND HISTORY
At the heart of history is a critical discourse and at the heart of
memory is spontaneity and emotionally charged interpretations.
History suspiciously examines and often suppresses memory,
and in the world of cinema it is always exciting to observe how
film makers negotiate between these two territories and discuss
all shades of the historical proceedings and its interpretations.
We are bringing several films that depict prominent historical
events or distinctive personalities, and it is always a challenge
to re-examine a director’s take on it. At our On Tour in De Balie
in Amsterdam, when we screened the film Havel, the discussion
with the audience was not only enthusiastic and exciting, but
also inspirational and eye opening. We hope to continue these
debates during the festival edition here in The Hague as well.
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MASTERCLASS BY MARTA POPIVODA

BETWEEN MEMORY AND HISTORY
Marta Popivoda (Berlin/Belgrade), a filmmaker, video artist and researcher, whose
latest documentary Landscapes of Resistance (synopsis on page 66) we screen in
our programme, will give a masterclass.
Her work explores tensions between memory and history, collective and individual
bodies, as well as ideology and everyday
life, with a focus on antifascist and feminist potentialities of the Yugoslav socialist
project. She cherishes collective practice
in art-making and research, and for several years has been part of the TkH (Walking
Theory) collective.
Popivoda’s first feature documentary, Yugoslavia, How Ideology Moved Our Collective Body, (also screened at ENFF)
premiered at the 63rd Berlinale and was
later screened at many international film
festivals. The film is part of the permanent
collection of MoMA New York, and it’s featured in What Is Contemporary Art? MoMA’s online course about contemporary

art from 1980 to the present. Her work has
also featured in major art galleries, such
as Tate Modern London, MoMA New York,
MAXXI Rome, etc. Popivoda received the
prestigious Berlin Art Prize for the visual
arts by Akademie der Künste Berlin and
Edith-Russ-Haus Award for Emerging Media Artist. Her new feature documentary
Landscapes of Resistance had premiere in
the Tiger Competition of the IFFR 2021. By
now the film won several awards (Cinema
du Réel - Library Award; Jeonju IFF - Best
Picture Award; Thessaloniki Documentary
Festival - Golden Alexander award; Sarajevo Film Festival - Heart of Sarajevo for Best
Documentary; Beldocs - Best Film Award;
Lima Alterna IFF - Best Film Award; Sevilla
European Film Festival - Best Director of a
First or Second European Feature Film).
More info: www.enff.nl
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HAVEL
DIRECTOR: SLAVEK HORAK

The story of one of the most distinctive personalities of European history. A captivating
portrait of the Czech hero Vaclav Havel, covering the man’s evolution and the revolution
that followed, shown through the lens of award-winning director Slavek Horak, who has
been featured on Variety’s
‘10 Directors to Watch’ list.
Based on the dramatic life of Vaclav Havel, this biopic follows the national icon between
the 1960s and the late 1980s. The narrative evolves around his transformation from careless bohemian artist into human rights activist, dissident and prisoner of the communist
regime, climaxing with Havel becoming the leader of Czech Velvet Revolution and president of Czechoslovakia. Featuring strong performances from its entire cast, the film focuses on Havel’s political drive and personal life. His unorthodox relationship with his wife
Olga, who serves as his moral compass, propels Havel’s growth from young dandy into
mature, responsible man as he is put under growing pressure by the totalitarian regime.
Despite paying a heavy price for his involvements, he rises from the ashes to become the
first president of the new Czech Republic.

HAVEL

Czech Republic | 2020 | 104 min
PRODUCTION: Slavek Horak – TVORBA Films; Ceska televize
CAST: Viktor Dvorak, Anna Geislerova, Martin Hofmann, Barbora Seidlova
SCREENPLAY: Slavek Horak, Rudolf Suchanek
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Jan Stastny
EDITING: Vladimir Barak
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HOMO SOVIETICUS

DUTCH
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DIRECTOR: IVO BRIEDIS
Is the Soviet period past history? Or is it always present, just on standby? Will it fade with
a generational shift or can we expect a new Soviet Era?
Thirty years after the collapse of the Soviet Union, home to 293 million people, we can
observe the return of the rhetoric that favours strong, totalitarian personalities. Experienced director Ivo Briedis and journalist Rita Rudusa, both born in the USSR, are on their
quest to explore the phenomenon of “Homo Sovieticus” and to discover whether a human
being of the totalitarian mindset has specific geographical boundaries. They travel from
Latvia to Russia, Armenia, Lithuania, Poland, Czech Republic and Germany interviewing
the experts and common people to find the answers. An interesting deconstruction and
a psychological portrait of a totalitarian mind through the eyes of the last Soviet and first
post-Soviet generation.

HOMO SOVIETICUS

Latvia, Lithuania, Czech Republic | 2021 | 70 min
PRODUCTION: Elina Gediņa Ducena, Gints Grube — Mistrus Media; Monoklis, Frame Films
SCREENPLAY: Rita Rudusa
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Martins Jurevics
EDITING: Tomas Elsiks, Toms Krauklis
MUSIC: Martynas Bialobzeskis
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BETWEEN MEMORY AND HISTORY

LANDSCAPES OF RESISTANCE
DIRECTOR: MARTA POPIVODA
An original film that creates a visually exciting and alternative monument to Sonja, one of
the first Yugoslav partisans and an Auschwitz survivor, and many other unknown heroes of
the antifascist fight. Winner of Heart of Sarajevo award 2021.
97-year-old antifascist fighter Sonja was one of the first female partisans in former Yugoslavia. She joined the Communists fighting the Nazis who occupied Serbia during the
Second World War, and after being taken to Auschwitz became a resistance leader there.
By listening to Sonja’s stories, we travel through the landscapes of her revolutionary past,
as her memories start to intertwine with the filmmakers’ own confrontation with the rising
fascism in Europe today. For over 10 years, director Marta Popivoda and Sonja’s grandniece and co-author of the film Ana Vujanovic recorded their conversations with Sonja. What starts off as a celebration of the resistance of one woman, gradually turns into
a cinematic antifascist manifesto. A stunning film essay that creatively uses interviews,
amazing archive footage and lucid cinematic solutions of intimate confessions, showing
how a landscape can speak.

PEJZAZI OTPORA

Serbia, Germany, France | 2021 | 95 min
PRODUCTION: Dragana Jovovic, Marta Popivoda— Theory at Work; Jasmina Sijercic— Bocalupo Films
SCREENPLAY: Marta Popivoda, Ana Vujanovic
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Ivan Markovic
EDITING: Jelena Maksimovic
SOUND: Jakov Munizaba
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SO, WHAT’S FREEDOM?

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

DIRECTOR: ANDREI ZINCA
A compelling historical drama depicting a story of love and survival against the background of the gruesome Romanian ‘50s. When one gives up fear, one ﬁnds freedom, even
when in conﬁnement.
Inspired by historical facts and based on the short novel “Projects of the Past” by Ana
Blandiana, the film takes place in 1951 when the Communist authoritarian system ordered
the deportation of 40,000 people (landowners, intellectuals and different ethnic minorities)
to the Baragan Fields, otherwise known as the Romanian Siberia.
During a wedding in Herculane, a history teacher is violently arrested by the communists.
Alongside his wife and seven other people, they are forced to take a freight train, destination unknown, together with thousands of other scared people. The film follows the group
into their solitary confinement in the middle of a wasteland for several years.
Featuring a remarkable on-screen group performance by some of the most extraordinary
actors in current Romanian cinema.

SI ATUNCI, CE E LIBERTATEA?
Romania, USA | 2020 | 133 min

PRODUCTION: Calin Papura— Tica Trade SRL; Andrei Zinca— Double 4 Studios
CAST: Radu Iacoban, Iulia Lumanare, Cuzin Toma, Olimpia Melinte, Tunde Skovran
SCREENPLAY: Andrei Zinca, based on the novel by Ana Blandiana
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Tudorel Vladimir Panduru
EDITING: Edith Weil
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 LOOKING FOR HORSES
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THE POWER OF YOUR STORY
In this program we focus on very delicate, engaging films in
which the directors use daring choices and carefully created
cinematic languages to explore the intimacy of their own lives
and their closest environment. The viewer is invited to look inside the filmmakers’ own traumas or of their chosen characters
and follow their complex way of processing them. The films explore the territory of introspection; they often silently observe
but sharply comment and even initiate the responsibility of a
broader community. More than ever, we need this kind of powerful cinematic work that helps us understand more the private
and the public and call for alertness, solidarity, and human compassion.
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DOGS OF HOME
DIRECTOR: DANIELA REPAS

Dogs of Home is a docufiction narrative short set in Bosnia, where an animated memory
reveals the documentation of the present.
The war in Bosnia tore many families apart, including the director’s. Structured as a hybrid
of live footage and black and white animation, this poetic short film depicts the struggle
of the director and her grandparents to deal with the physical separation and memories of
their past life, forever changed by the war. The film reveals their love for each other, resilience and determination to carry on with their everyday lives despite the constant feeling
of loss, longing and loneliness.

DOGS OF HOME

United States, Bosnia and Herzegovina | 2020 | 12 min
PRODUCTION: Daniela Repas
CAST: Dragica Bozic, Dusan Bozic
SCREENPLAY & ANIMATION: Daniela Repas
MUSIC: Branko Ristic, Zorana Semsa Topalovic
SOUND: Tod Tawd
MUSIC: Martynas Bialobzeskis
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THE POWER OF YOUR STORY

HOLD ME RIGHT
DIRECTOR: DANIJELA STAJNFELD
A brave, deeply personal documentary on the aftermath of sexual assault and finding a
way forward.
Hold Me Right exposes the culture of sexual violence, a crime that even today is often not
spoken of. Through intimate first-hand testimonies and vérité sequences, it take us into
the arc of a survivor’s journey.
In her first documentary, Serbian filmmaker and award-winning actress Danijela Stajnfeld
finds power in empathy as she struggles with her own experience of surviving an assault
by her fellow colleague. After losing the ability to speak up safely, she finds the courage to
share her own story through the process of meeting and interviewing survivors like herself.
In the era of the #MeToo movement, anger and fear prevent necessary dialogues that address both sides of abuse. The film takes us into the lives of both victims and perpetrators
for the very first time. It gives a closer look at the profound damage of silence, providing a
path to healing and empowerment.

HOLD ME RIGHT

Serbia, United States | 2020 | 75 min
PRODUCTION: Danijela Stajnfeld, Mike Lerner – Roast Beef Productions
SCREENPLAY: Danijela Stajnfeld
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Charlie Cole
EDITING: Kelsey Lynne Payne, Danijela Stajnfeld
MUSIC: Christian Ruggiero, Jason Binnick
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IN FLOW OF WORDS
DIRECTOR: ELIANE ESTHER BOTS
The winner of Best Direction Award at Locarno Film Festival. An emotional film about the
piercing experiences of three interpreters of the Yugoslavia Tribunal in The Hague.
In Flow of Words follows the narratives of three interpreters of the International Criminal
Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia. They were born and raised in Yugoslavia and lived
through the war in the 90s. In The Hague, they interpreted shocking testimonies from witnesses, victims and perpetrators, without ever allowing their own emotions, feelings and
personal histories to be present. Contrary to their position in the courtroom, this film places their voices and experiences centre stage. In Flow of Words is the short film candidate
for the European Film Awards.

IN FLOW OF WORDS

The Netherlands | 2021 | 22 min
PRODUCTION: Manon Bovenkerk — near/by film
CAST: Alma Imamovic Ivanov, Besmir Fadhic, Nenad Popovic Pops
SCREENPLAY: Eliane Esther Bots
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Daniel Donato
SOUND: Sergio Gonzalez Cuervo
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THE POWER OF YOUR STORY

LOOKING FOR HORSES
DIRECTOR: STEFAN PAVLOVIC
Winner of the main award at Visions du Reel and Special Jury Prize at Sarajevo FF, this
compelling, beautifully made film was also chosen for the Best of Fest at IDFA. In a poetic
and cinematically original language, it depicts a peculiar friendship between the filmmaker
and a fisherman.
“Looking for Horses” is a film about a friendship between the filmmaker and a fisherman,
who lost his hearing during the war in his homeland Bosnia and Herzegovina in the 90s
and retreated to a lake to live in solitude. The filmmaker, the son of Bosnian parents, struggles to communicate as he lost his mother tongue and started to stutter. Despite their
speech and hearing limitations, a strong and warm bond develops between the young
man and the veteran, as he shares his world of the lake: full of large catfish, wild horses,
wide silences, and dangerous thunderstorms. For the fisherman, the lake stands for a
withdrawal from a fractured country, a land of war; for the filmmaker it precisely means the
return to that broken place, the land of his parents. They look for ways to communicate,
while the camera mediates their growing bond. Through its formal choices, this poetic
documentary explores the connection between language, friendship and trauma.

LOOKING FOR HORSES

The Netherlands, Bosnia and Herzegovina, France | 2021 | 88 min
PRODUCTION: Kostana Banovic — artTrace Foundation, KAMEN Artist Residency,
Momento! Films
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Stefan Pavlovic
EDITING: Sabine Groenewegen, Stefan Pavlovic
SOUND: Stefan Pavlovic, Ranko Paukovic
MUSIC: Karsten Fundal
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SHORT FILMS, BIG STORIES
 HOW TO BE A PERFECT HUMAN
 MISHKO
 RADIO FREEDOM
 THE NEWS
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SHORT FILMS, BIG STORIES
We have chosen films of makers who dared to be uncommon,
intimate, open, and sharp. We give space to new talent, young
filmmakers who are brave enough to divert from the ordinary
and the known, to enter the exciting world of exploring new
cinematic challenges, fresh narrative structures, eager to enrich
the already existing film language. Our shorts are this year in
many different sections, from Romani Cinema by Romani Directors to Documentaries Open Debates and The Power of Your
Story. Many of our selected shorts we believe signify the advent
of future film masters, but at the same time ENFF screen films of
already recognized directors who, after working on fiction features, find again excitement in the short form. We are especially
excited about presenting films of several strong female voices,
expressed within cinematic texture of either animation, documentary, or short fiction, often creatively combining all of them.
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SHORT FILMS, BIG STORIES

HOW TO BE A PERFECT HUMAN
DIRECTORS: KRISTINA DAUROVA, MAIA ELISABETH SORENSEN
A woman performs her daily routines while striving to live up to the new Covid-19 measurements with perfection. Inspired by Jorgen Leth’s “The Perfect Human” the film reflects
on the reality we all are facing in the times of a pandemic.
How To Be a Perfect Human is a short documentary essay using choreographed body language to visualise collective experiences from the Covid-19 lockdown. Through the main
character the film depicts how the Covid-19 restrictions have affected our daily routines,
such as how to wash our hands, sanitise personal items and what to wear, as well as how
we relate to others in private and public spaces.
Inspired by Jorgen Leth’s sociological approach in the short film The Perfect Human
(1967), the film questions how and what it means to be a perfect human in the uncertain
times of a pandemic.

HOW TO BE A PERFECT HUMAN

The Netherlands, Denmark | 2020 | 13 min
CAST: Maia Elisabeth Sorensen, Mitch Thar, Stephan Blumenschein
SCREENPLAY: Kristina Daurova, Maia Elisabeth Sorensen
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Daniel Donato
EDITING: Kristina Daurova, Maia Elisabeth Sorensen
SOUND: Niek de Wit, Janne Laine
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SHORT FILMS, BIG STORIES

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

MISHKO
DIRECTOR: HANIS BAGASHOV

A jewel of a short film revolving around a village boy’s dilemma on whether to choose
between his strict, abusive father or a bossy friend. Beautifully shot in hand-held camera
style and constructed with touching close-ups, the film portrays a genuinely kind child
who gets pushed around by almost everyone in his life.
Angel, a shy and introverted boy, goes with his friend Mishko to pick apples, in order to
sell them later and provide extra money for his family. But, as the day passes, Angel faces
the increasing cruelty of Mishko and his own parents.
This awarded short film was selected at over 60 international festivals, including Sarajevo
Film Festival. It was filmed in 2017 when the director Hanis Bagashov was only just 18
years old. He started making films when he was 12, when he was spending his family
summers in a remote village in North Macedonia. He based his stories and characters on
people and events that he experienced in that idyllic but at times rough setting.

MISHKO

North Macedonia | 2018 | 16 min
PRODUCTION: Samir Ljuma – Independent Production
CAST: Marko Ristovski, Tarik Ramadani, Verica Nedeska, Igor Angelov
SCREENPLAY: Hanis Bagashov
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Samir Ljuma
EDITING: Radovan Petrovic
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SHORT FILMS, BIG STORIES

RADIO FREEDOM
DIRECTORS: ISMAR VEJZOVIC, BAFL SARHANG
A war-time drama that explores the life of an amateur radio operator in besieged Sarajevo
and his struggle to survive the madness around him.
An amateur radio operator lives alone in a besieged city torn by the war, away from his
wife and young child. He reports on the war from his improvised station and helps people
get in touch with their loved ones outside the city. When he learns of a death of a child that
helped him cross the sniper infested street, he decides to leave the city.
Well-known actors Alban Ukaj and Zana Marjanovic are in the main roles.

RADIO SLOBODA

The Netherlands, Bosnia and Herzegovina | 2020 | 19 min
PRODUCTION: Ishak Jalimam, Azur Begovic, Adi Begovic— Yad Media, Realstage
CAST: Alban Ukaj, Zana Marjanovic, Mario Knezovic, Faketa Salihbegovic-Avdagic
SCREENPLAY: Ismar Vejzovic, Bafl Sarhang
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Alen Alilovic
EDITING: Bafl Sarhang
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SHORT FILMS, BIG STORIES

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

THE NEWS
DIRECTOR: LORIN TEREZI

When a woman discovers a corpse, the whole village starts to compete over who will get
coverage on national television. An awarded tragicomedy and this year’s candidate for
European Film Awards!
A newly married woman lives with her in-laws while her husband works in the neighbouring country, Greece. One day she stumbles across a dead woman’s body whilst fetching
the water from the fountain. Pushed to the side, both the in-laws proceed to talk to the
local news, lying about finding the body and revelling in the attention they’re getting. A
battle amongst the villagers to get coverage in the news ensues, and the actual crime itself
becomes overshadowed. Talented director Lorin Terezi says the film shows violent media
reality and exaggeration of the news that we are facing every day; just for one more view,
one more click.

THE NEWS

Albania, Spain | 2020 | 23 min
PRODUCTION: Anila Balla, Eduardo M Escribano Solera— Mailuki Films
CAST: Lena Kryeziu Bokshi, Bilbil Kasmi, Mirjana Deti Lago
SCREENPLAY: Anila Balla, Lorin Terezi
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Denald Grepcka
SOUND: Endri Pine
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FAMILY FILMS
 MY GRANDPA IS AN ALIEN
 OSKAR AND LILLI
 ROCK’N’ROLL EDDIE
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FAMILY FILMS

MY GRANDPA IS AN ALIEN

+7

DIRECTORS: MARINA ANDREE SKOP, DRAZEN ZARKOVIC
An extraordinary adventure of a girl and a robot on a mission to save her partly alien family.
An inventive sci-fi children’s film that parents will enjoy too. Winner of the Golden Arenas
for Best Visual Effects and Best Cinematography at the Pula Film festival.
In a single moment, Una’s entire life is turned upside down; the girl’s grandpa is kidnapped
by aliens and her mum collapses and ends up in a hospital. Left alone in the house, Una
discovers that her grandpa is an alien himself. His spaceship hit the planet some time
ago, and its pilot, a little grumpy robot, still remains! Una and the robot have less than 24
hours to find and rescue her grandpa. Their mission leads to a new friendship. The rational
robotic logic gets replaced by emotions, and Una’s selfless love ultimately saves her partly
alien family.

MOJ DIDA JE PAO S MARSA

Croatia, Luxembourg, Norway, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia,
Bosnia and Herzegovina | 2019 | 79 min | Dutch subtitled
PRODUCTION: Darija Kulenovic Gudan, Marina Andree Skop – Studio dim; Wady
Films, Filmbin, MasterFilm, Artileria, Senca Studio, Fabrika Sarajevo, Croatian Radiotelevision, Magiclab, Art Rebel 9
CAST: Lana Hranjec, Ozren Grabaric (voice), Alex Rakos
SCREENPLAY: Branko Ruzic, Pavlica Bajsic
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Sven Pepeonik
EDITING: Marina Andree Skop
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FAMILY FILMS

OSKAR AND LILLI: WHERE
NO ONE KNOWS US

+11

DUTCH
PREMIÉRE

DIRECTOR: ARASH T. RIAHI
An audience favourite in many countries, winner of Grand Prix at FIFEM Montreal, receiver
of the prestigious Max Ophüls Prize in Germany, and many other awards given by professional, teen and children’s juries, proves that this unique human, political, warm and
charming story touched hearts of both: youngsters and adults equally.
Oskar (8) and Lilli (13), live with their Chechen mother in Austria. But deportation is threatening the family and the mother cracks down. The family gets separated by the authorities
and children are forcefully placed in different family. But their tight bond and mutual love
are so strong that they come up with various lucid, often funny solutions, challenging all
bureaucratic obstacles with passion, imagination and humour. The face of Europe reflects
in this strong film with astonishingly well performed child’s parts. A bittersweet journey
directed and written by Arash T. Riahi who was a child of refugees himself, and grew up
in Austria.

EIN BISSCHEN BLEIBEN WIR NOCH

Austria | 2020 | 102 min | English subtitled
PRODUCTION: Veit Heiduschka, Michael Katz – Wega Film
CAST: Leopold Pallua, Rosa Zant, Christine Ostermayer
SCREENPLAY: Arash T. Riahi, based on a novel by Monika Helfer
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Enzo Brandner
EDITING: Julia Drack, Stefan Bechinger
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FAMILY FILMS

ROCK’N’ROLL EDDIE

+7

DIRECTOR: TOMASZ SZAFRANSKI
Praised as ground-breaking Polish family adventure, Rock’n’roll Eddie follows two kids
who accidentally bring a rock-and-roll fugitive from another world, pursued by ruthless
bounty hunters. A journey full of surprises, chases and escapes, filled with humour and
fantastic music.
The greatest dream of 12-year-old Frank is to become an inventor. His latest plan is to
make a flying device. The well-organized Frank meets a snappy, spontaneous and joyful
girl of his age, Isabel. He let her in on his newest scientific plan, but the experiment gets
out of control. They punch a hole into another dimension – a mysterious and dangerous
land of Oblivio. As a result, they bring in an amazing stranger – Eddie, a wacky Elvis
Presley lookalike. Quickly, it turns out that Eddie didn’t come to our world alone and he is
chased by merciless bounty hunters. In order to save his life, the two kids have to find a
way to send him back to where he came from.
It’s time to jump into the greatest adventure of a kid’s life, or… as Eddie would say: “It’s
time to rock’n’roll”!

WLADCY PRZYGOD. STAD DO OBLIVIO
Poland | 2019 | 101 min | English subtitled

PRODUCTION: Marcin Ksobiech, Pawel Jadczak – Dogoda Media
CAST: Kamila Bujalska, Alicja Dabrowska, Weronika Kaczmarczyk
SCREENPLAY: Tomasz Szafranski
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Michal Grabowski
MUSIC: Fred Emory Smith
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ENFF ON TOUR
26 September 2021

KINO, ROTTERDAM
SO, WHAT’S FREEDOM?
Andrei Zinca, Romania/USA, 2020. Synopsis on p. 67.

Shy, chubby 13-year-old Rumen is being bullied by his classmates at school. His
teachers are no help at all, they just ignore him. He has learned never to respond to
insults and name-calling, hoping to be completely invisible. But one day his bullies
go too far, and Rumen strikes back. With far-reaching consequences. Awarded as
the best Bulgarian film of 2019.

DI BALIE, AMSTERDAM
13 October 2021
HAVEL
Slavek Horak, Czech Republic, 2020.
Guest: Petr Kopecky, prof. Synopsis
on p. 64.

The audience’s favourite film of last year.
An extraordinary adventure of a girl and
a robot on a mission to save her partly
alien family. This fun to watch sci-fiction
family tale is a touching children’s film
about friendship, love and family.
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THE MOVIES, DORDRECHT
27 October 2021

A DOSE OF HAPPINESS

Yana Titova, Bulgaria, 2019. Online
Q&A with the director Yana Titova,
the actress Valentina Karoleva and
the producer Aleksandar Aleksiev.
Synopsis on www.enff.nl

Nominated twice for an Oscar and
winning dozens of awards worldwide,
Honeyland is the most successful
documentary film in the Balkans ever.
Strong character and compelling story,
brilliant photography and well narrated
story, makes this film memorable and
admired by audience on all continents.
The screening of this phenomenal film
will be accompanied by Q&A with the
director of photography Samir Ljuma
who will give the masterclass after the
screening.
RIALTO, AMSTERDAM
16 October 202
ONCE WERE HUMANS

Goran Vojnovic, Slovenia, 2020. Video
talk with the director Goran Vojnovic
and the actress Marusa Majer.
Synopsis on p. 34.

Nominated twice for an Oscar and
winning dozens of awards worldwide,
Honeyland is the most successful
documentary film in the Balkans ever.
Strong character and compelling story,
brilliant photography and well narrated
story, makes this film memorable and
admired by audience on all continents.
The screening of this phenomenal film
will be accompanied by Q&A with the
director of photography Samir Ljuma
who will give the masterclass after the
screening.
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KRITERION, AMSTERDAM

31 October 2021

Balkan Shorts: AIRBORNE by Jasmila Zbanic, B&H, 2019. AJO by More Raca,
Italy/Kosovo, 2018. DOGS OF HOME by Daniela Repas, USA/B&H, 2020.
MISHKO by Hanis Bagashov, North Macedonia, 2018. STACK OF MATERIAL by
Sajra Subasic, B&H, 2019. Synopsis on www.enff.nl

LOUIS HARTLOOPER COMPLEX, UTRECHT
TEREZA 37

3 November 2021

Danilo Serbedzija, Croatia, 2020. Guest: Lana Baric, actress. Synopsis on p. 14.
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RIALTO, AMSTERDAM

13 November 2021

IN TOUCH
Pawel Ziemilski, Poland/Iceland, 2018. Synopsis on www.enff.nl

16 November 2021

LUX, NIJMEGEN
SCREAM FOR ME SARAJEVO

Tarik Hodzic, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 2016. Synopsis on www.enff.nl
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KRITERION, AMSTERDAM & FILMHUIS DEN HAAG

18-20 March 2022

Romani Stories by Romani (Female) Directors: GIPSY QUEEN by Huseyin
Tabak, Germany/Austria, 2019. GYPSY TALES: DOJA THE GYPSY FAIRY by
Maria Horvath, Hungary, 2015. GYPSY TALES: HOW WAS MAN CREATED by
Maria Horvath, Hungary, 2017. GYPSY TALES: THE STORY OF THE SUN AND
THE MOON by Eszter Szoboszlay, Hungary, 2017. HOW FAR THE STARS by
Katalin Barsony, Hungary/USA, 2019. HOW I BECAME A PARTISAN by Vera
Lackova, Slovakia/Czech Republic, 2021. LETTER OF FORGIVENESS by Alina
Serban, Romania, 2020. PAGES OF MY BOOK by Galya Stoyanova, Bulgaria,
2013. More info: p.42-53.
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OUR FESTIVAL WELCOME BAG GIFT SUPPORTS THE EXPRESSION OF WOMEN!
Women have always struggled to win freedom for themselves, either within the micro
circle of their family, or on the macro-level of the country, society, or community that
they belong to.
Vasila is a tiny association of women from and around Trebinje, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, who practice different kinds of handiwork. By doing so, they treasure
and keep alive old crafts that are slowly disappearing. It was founded by a small
group of women, most of whom had migrated to Trebinje from other parts of
Bosnia and Herzegovina during the war in the 90s. By buying souvenirs from Vasila,
Eastern Neighbours Film Festival wants to salute the women of the Balkans who
for centuries have practiced their intelligent way of expressing their artistic talent
and creative ideas. Often these works have a meta-meaning and, next to being
useful, express the folklore of the region the women come from, social strata, or
even the attitude of the patriarchy towards women. By doing different types of
handiwork, for example knitting, weaving, making crochet, or complex embroidery,
women opened a new window to the world for themselves; they found a way to
express their ideas, become known and appreciated, could earn money and be
less dependent on their husbands’ earnings. They found their way to be, at least to
a small extent, themselves.
The ENFF finds it important to support women’s efforts in the Balkans to be
independent and we added to our welcoming bags beautiful woollen, hand-crafted
house slippers called locally priglavke or pape. And as they would say in the
Balkans – “wear them in a good health”!
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FILM IN D E X

ANDROMEDA GALAXY		
BEYOND THE SEA		
BLIND ALLEY		
CELTS		
CONCERT		
DOGS OF HOME		
DON’T FORGET TO BREATHE		
DON’T HESITATE TO COME FOR A VISIT, MOM
FEAR 		
GIPSY QUEEN 		
GYPSY TALES: DOJA THE GYPSY FAIRY 		
GYPSY TALES: HOW WAS MAN CREATED		
GYPSY TALES: THE STORY OF THE SUN
AND THE MOON
				
HAVEL		
HOLD ME RIGHT		
HOMO SOVIETICUS 		
HOW FAR THE STARS 			
HOW I BECAME A PARTISAN 		
HOW TO BE A PERFECT HUMAN 		
I NEVER CRY		
IN FLOW OF WORDS		
KING MATHEUS 		
LANDSCAPES OF RESISTANCE 		
LAST DAYS OF THE YEAR		
LETTER OF FORGIVENESS		
LONG LIVE DEATH		
LOOKING FOR HORSES		
MISHKO		
MY GRANDPA IS AN ALIEN		
MY UNCLE TUDOR 		
NEGATIVE NUMBERS		
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FI LM I N D EX

NOT SO FRIENDLY NEIGHBOURHOOD AFFAIR
ONCE UPON A TIME IN POLAND
ONCE WERE HUMANS 		
OSKAR AND LILLI: WHERE NO ONE
KNOWS US				
OTAVA 		
OUTSIDERS		
PAGES OF MY BOOK		
PREPARATIONS TO BE TOGETHER FOR
AN UNKNOWN PERIOD OF TIME		
RADIO FREEDOM 			
ROCK’N’ROLL EDDIE 		
SANREMO 		
SISTERS		
SOMA		
SO, WHAT’S FREEDOM?		
SPAGAT		
SUNNY		
TEREZA 37		
THE DAWN		
THE NEWS		
THE RIGHT ONE		
THIS RAIN WILL NEVER STOP		
THE EARTH IS BLUE AS AN ORANGE
TO FEATHER, TO WITHER		
TOMA 		
VESNA GOODBYE		
WATER MAN		
WHEN WE WERE THEM		
WILLOW		
WOMAN, MAN, MAN AND ANOTHER WOMAN

PART N E R S A N D SP ONSORS

And a great thank you to all the embassies and other
partners who generously contribute to ENFF and help to
make this festival a success!
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On Tour
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Eastern Neighbours Film Festival
is a project of Stichting artTrace

All films at ENFF have
English subtitles
Tickets: www.enff.nl
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CO L O F O N

Festival Director
Rada Sesic

Stay Informed! Follow us
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